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CHAPTER II 
CHEMICAL SCARIFICATION, MOIST PRECHILLING, 
AND THIOUREA EFFECTS ON GERMINATION 
, OF 18 SHRUB SPECIES 
Abstract 
The major problem of increasing palatable perennial shrubs under 
range conditions is getting them established. Seed of many shrub 
species germinate poorly or are slow to germinate and grow. The 
objective of this study was to determine the effects of chemical scari-
fication, moist prechilling, and thiourea on promoting seed germination 
in 18 different shrub species. Scarification involved 0, 3, 6, 9, and 
12-hour soaking intervals in concentrated sulfuric acid, 10% hydrogen 
per~xide, and 5.25% sodium hypochlorite (clorox). Moist prechilling 
prior to germination was conducted on vermiculite moistened with dis-
tilled water or 0.2% KN0 3 for either 0, 2, 8, and 16-weeks or 0, 2, 
and 10-weeks at 2°C dark environment. Seeds treated with thiourea were 
soaked for 0, 20, 40, and 60-minutes in a 0.3% solution. Alternating 
temperatures of 12.5°C (night) and 20°C (day) for 16 and 8 hours 
respectively were used to germinate seeds. Seeds were considered 
germinated when cotyledons or hypocotyl emergence was evident. Hydro-
gen peroxide was more effective in promoting seed germination than 
either clorox or sulfuric acid. However~ neither clorox, hydrogen 
peroxide, nor sulfuric acid at the concentrations and soaking durations 
2 
3 
studied were effective in promoting maximum germination. Regardless of 
moistening agent, maximum germination of most species was attained 
following moist prechill and response appeared directly related to 
prechill duration. Prechilling seeds for 0 and 2-weeks with 0.2% 
KN03 solution usually retarded germination. Whereas, prechilling seeds 
for 8-weeks or more with KN0 3 usually promoted germination. Thiourea 
concentration was too low or soaking durations too short to effectively 
promote ,germination. 
Introduction 
The importance of seasonal availability of palatable range 
shrubs and their adaptation and establishment on selected range sites 
has received little attention in the Southern Great Plains. This 
area of range improvement is recognized in the western r~nge states 
(Cable 1972, Stevens et al. 1977) but direct seeding of desirable 
native shrubs has met with limited success. Poor stands are often 
attributed to poor seed germination. Seeds which do not germinate 
under favorable conditions, but may be induced to germinate are con-
sidered dormant (Mayer and Poljakoff-Mayber 1975). Dormancy is usually 
associated with temporary suspension of plant growth or lack of germina-
tion in seeds. Immature embyros, impermeability of seed coat to water 
or gasses, mechanical causes, special light, and temperature require-
ments, or the presence of germination inhibitors are factors which may 
cause seed dormancy (Mayer and Poljakoff-Mayber 1975). Quiescence is 
the failure of seeds to germinate under unfavorable environmental 
conditions (Amen 1963). After-ripening is referred to as the time or 
resting-stage required between seed maturity and the time seeds will 
germinate. After-ripening may be defined as any changes occurring in 
seeds during storage which results in improved germination (Mayer and 
Poljakoff-Mayber 1975). 
4 
Chemical and mechanical scarification, stratification, subjecting 
seeds to temperature extremes, soaking seeds in various concentrations 
of thiourea solutions, gibberellic acid, and combinations of one or 
more treatments have all been used to break seed dormancy (Everett 
and Meeuwing 1975; Liacos and Nord 1961; McConnelll960; Pearson 1957; 
Walters 1970; McHenry and Jensen 1967, Carlson 1974). 
A hard seed-coat may be impermeable to water, gasses, or may 
constrain the embyro. Scarification ,treatments are used to erode the 
seed-coat to improve permeability (Amen 1963). Stratification is 
believed to limit the effects of inhibitors while promoting growth 
stimulators such as gibberellic acid. Dilute solutions of potassium 
nitrate and gibberellic acid are growth stimulators and different 
concentrations have been used to promote germination of different 
species (Mayer and Poljakoff-Mayber 1975). Mirov (1936) observed that 
stratification treatments increased germination of .seeds from plants 
growing at elevations greater than 1200 m. While scarification treat-
ments in some instances increased germination for species growing at 
elevations less than 300 m. Considerable difficulty has been 
encountered by others in establishing palatable shrub species by 
direct seeding. With this in mind, the objective of our study was to 
determine the effects of different pre-germination techniques on seed 
germination of 18 shrub species. 
5 
Methods 
Species selected for evaluation and study were bitterbrush 
(Purshia tridentata), fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens), inland 
Jersey tea (Ceanothus ovathus), serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia), 
big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata), shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia), 
snowbrush (Ceanothus velutinus), winterfat (Ceratoides lanata), curlleaf 
mountainmahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius), cliffrose (Cowania mexicana 
var. stansburiana), Morman tea (Ephedra viridus), Apache-plume 
(Fallugia paradoxa), prostrate kochia (Kochia prostrata), shrubby 
cinquefoil (Potentilla fruticosa), golden currant (Ribes aureum), 
woods rose (Rosa woodsii), wedgeleaf ceanothus (Ceanothus cuneatus), 
and chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). Scientific nomenclature 
according to Soil Conservation Service 1971 and USDA For.est Service 1977. 
Criteria for selection of these species was the availability 
of seed and reported utilization and winter nutritive value for 
livestock and big-game. · Seeds were obtained from Soil Conserva1;ion 
Plant Materials Centers and from commerical seed sources. Heavy 
well-filled seed was separated from the light, empty, or immature 
1/ All seeds uti1ized 
seed with the aid of a South Dakota seed blower.-
in germination studies were counted by hand and considered uniformily 
well-filled complete seed units. Processing, if any, and storage con-
ditions of.seed prior to initiation of study is not known. 
Pre-germination treatments involving chemical scarification, moist 
prechilling, and soaking in thiourea were replicated 3 times with 25 
seeds in each replication. Germination studies were arranged in a 
1/ Mention of a trade ~ark or proprietary produce does not constitute a 
guarantee or warranty of the product by Oklahoma State University and 
does not imply approval to the exclusion of other products that may 
also be suitable. 
6 
randomized complete block design and conducted in a Stultz Da-lite 
germinator set for alternating temperatures of 12.5°C (night) and 
20°C (day) for 16 and 8 hours, respectively. Containers used for 
all germination studies were clear plastic germination boxes 7x7x3 em 
containing 70 ml of vermiculite and covered with another 30 ml. The 
uniformity of substrate moisture added to the vermiculite in each box 
was determined by volume. Each scarification, moist prechill, and 
thiourea soaking treatment involving different treatment durations were 
so arranged as to be concluded simultaneously (i.e. 16-week prechill 
treatment ended at the same time as the 2-week treatment). Germination 
counts were made at 7-day intervals for a period of 4 weeks. Seeds 
were considered germinated when A) the cotyledons or B) ·hypocotyl 
emergence was evident. 
Chemical Scarification 
Concentrated sulfuric acid (H2so4) , 10% hydrogen peroxide 
(H2o2) , and 5.25% sodium hypochlorite were used in 
chemical scarification studies. Scarification treatments involved 
soaking the seeds in each chemical for o, 3, 6, 9, and 12-hour 
durations. The control consisted of no pre-treatment of the seed prior 
to germination. Seeds were placed in each chemical scarification solu-
tion at various time intervals so that all the seeds of all treatments 
could be removed at the same time, thor9ughly washed under running 
tap-water, and placed in germination boxes prior to entry into the 
7 
the germination environment. 
Due to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient seed of all species 
requested, only seeds of bitterbrush, fourwing saltbush, and Jersey 
tea were used in the scarification and prechill experiments. 
Prechill Treatments 
Seed treatments in these studies consisted of placing the seeds 
in germination boxes filled with vermiculite, moistened with the 
appropriate solution of either 0.2% KN03 or distilled water, and pre~ 
chilling in the dark at 2°C. Bitterbrush, fourwing saltbush, and 
Jersey tea seeds were subjected to prechill duration of 0, 2, 8, and 
16 weeks. Due to insufficient seed, the remaining species were pre-
chilled prior to germination for 0, 2, and 10 weeks. The lid of 
each box was taped to prevent evaporation loss during prechill. 
Thiourea Treatments 
Thiourea treatments consisted of soaking seeds in a 0.3% 
solution of thiourea for 0, 20, 40, and 60 minutes. The control 
consisted of no pre-soaking of the seed. Following treatment, seeds 
were thoroughly washed under running tap-water, transferred to 
-germination boxes, and placed in the germinator. 
The data were analyzed on an IBM 370/158 computer using the 
ANOVA procedure of the Statistical Analysis System (Barr and 
Goodnight 1972). 
8 
Results and Discussion 
Scarification Studies 
The effects of chemical scarification treatments on seed 
germination were variable depending upon the chemical and soaking 
duration. Scarification with hydrogen peroxide had the highest 
average seed germination while scarification with sulfuric acid 
resulted in the lowest (Fig. 1). With the exception of bitterbrush. 
seeds scarified for 6 hours in hydrogen peroxide, scarification 
reduced germination below that of the control in all species. Treated 
bitterbrush and Jersey tea seeds failed to germinate after soaking in 
concentrated sulfuric acid. Germination of fourwing saltbush and 
Jersey tea seeds following scarification in all chemicals was far 
below that of the unscarified controls. 
Clorox and concentrated H2 so~ appear to be severe chemicals 
for seed scarification of all three of these shrub species. Soaking 
the seeds in less concentrated solutions, for shorter durations, with 
all three chemicals studied may have altered the results of this 
study. Further investigations along these lines are needed. 
Moist Prechill Treatment Effects, Distilled Water and KN0 3 
Compared to distilled water as a substrate moistening agent 
during prechill, a 0.2% KN03 solution incr~ased, although not signifi-
cant, germination of bitterbrush and Jersey tea. Fourwing saltbush 
seed germination was not affected by prechill moistening agent. 
Regardless of substrate moisture, prechill effects on seed germination 
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Fig. 1. Mean germination (%) effects of 3 
chemicals and 4 soaking time intervals on 
seeds of 3 browse species. Time X Treat-
ment LSD o. os; bitterbrush 5.8; fourwing 
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Fig. 2. Mean germination (%) effects of 2 moistening 
agents on seeds of 3 browse species prechilled for 
0, 2, 8, and 16 weeks. Time X Treatment LSD o.os; 
bitterbrush 4.2; fourwing saltbush 5.7; Jersey tea 4.4. 
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relationship .existed between the mean germination of bitterbrush seeds 
and length of prechill duration with both moistening agents. Maximum 
germination occurred following a 16-week prechill treatment .. Whereas, 
germination of fourwing saltbush and Jersey tea seeds decreased when 
subjected to moist prechill durations beyond 2 weeks. Fourwing saltbush 
and bitterbrush seeds began to germinate while in the prechill 
environment (2°C) in the 8 and 16-week treatment duration. 
Germination averages of Morman tea and shrubby cinquefoil seeds 
(Figure 3a) were greater when prechilled.on substrate moistened 
with distilled water. Maximum germination of winterfat occurred 
when seeds received no prechill treatment and were germinated on 
vermiculite moistened with distilled water. There was an indirect 
relationship between winterfat seed germination and length of prechill 
treatments using ·distilled water as substrate moistening agent. Big 
sagebrush, curlleaf mountain-mahogany, cliffrose, and golden currant 
had significantly greater germination averages when prechilled on sub-
strate moistened with KN03 (Figure 3b). Although not statistically 
significant, germination of shadscale seeds was greater when prechilled 
on substrate moistened with 0.2% KN03 rather than distilled water. 
Germination was sufficiently high to suggest that longer prechill 
durations may induce a greater number of seeds to germinate. Neither 
moistening agent nor prechill duration had much effect on germination 
·of Apache-plume. 
In general, the use of 0.2% KN0 3 solution as substrate moisture 
without prechill had no beneficial effect on.seed germination over dis-
tilled water. However, in combination with prechill the use of KN03 
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Fig. 3a. Mean germination (%) effects of distilled water as a moistening agent on seeds 
of 9 browse species prechilled for 0, 2, and 10 weeks Time X Treat~ent LSD o.os; 
big sagebrush 30.0; shadscale 12.0; winterfat 7.6; curlleaf mountain-mahogany 9.5; 
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Fig. 3h. Mean germination (%) effects of 0.2% KN0 3 solution as a moistening agent on seeds 
of 9 browse species prechi1led for 0, 2, and 10 weeks. Time X Treatment LSD o.os; 
big sagebrush 30.0; shadsca1e 12.0; winterfat 7.6; cur11eaf mountain-mahogany 9.5; 
c1iffrose 7.3; Morman tea 14.6; Apache-plume 17.4; shrubby cinquefoil 17.3; golden 
currant 18.2. 
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sagebrush, shadscale, curlleaf mountain-mahogany, cliffrose, and golden 
currant; 2) little or no effect on others such as Apache-plume; and 
3) a threshold antagonism to winterfat and shrubby cinquefoil. Regard-
less of prechill duration, the 0.2% KN0 3 substrate moistening agent 
had a tendency to delay seed germination during the first 7-14 days 
incubation. However, there was a trend for this delayed effect to be 
reduced as prechill duration increased. 
Potassium nitrate appeared to stimulate early germination of 
golden currant. With the exceptions of winterfat, Apache-plume and 
shrubby cinquefoil, seed germination of all species studied responded 
to moist prechill. Apache-plume seeds germinated readily, 90%, 
regardless of treatment combination. 
A direct relationship was observed, in most species, to exist 
between maximum germination and prechill treatment duration, Maximum 
germination of big sagebrush, shadscale, curlleaf mountain-mahogany,. 
cliffrose, Morman tea, and golden currant was attained after a 10-week 
prechill duration. The need for moist prechill durations longer than 
10 weeks were evident to attain maximum seed germination of shadscale 
and curlleaf mountain-mahogany. 
Regardless of substrate moitening agent used during prechill and 
duration of prechill, serviceberry, snowbrush, prostrate kochia, 
woods rose, chamise, and wedgeleaf ceanothus failed to germinate or 
germirtated less than 5%. Data suggests that germination of snowbrush 
and wedgeleaf ceanothus seeds might have been greater if prechill 
durations with either moistening agent had been longer. Apparently 
treatments other than moist prechilling is required to germinate seeds 
of serviceberry, prostrate kochia, and woods rose. 
Thiourea Treatment Effects 
Golden currant was the only species in which thiourea was found 
to significantly promote germination. Maximum germination of golden 
currant seeds occurred after seeds were soaked for 40 minutes in a 
0.3% thiourea solution prior to germination. 
15 
B{tterbrush, Jersey tea, winterfat, prostrate kochia, and shrubby 
cinquefoil seed germination results were similar to that observed by 
Pearson (1957). He observed an inverse relationship between the 
concentration of thiourea and length of soaking time required for 
increased bitterbrush seed germination. 
Interactions between light, temperatures, and thiourea concentra-
tion affect seed germination (Mayer andPoljakoff-Mayber 1975). It 
is apparent the concentration of the thiourea solution used in this 
study was too low and soaking time periods too short to effectively 
promote germination of all study species except golden currant. 
Parameters or Test Variables That May Have Influenced Germi.nation Results 
Condensation and dripping caused flooding in the germination boxes 
once lids were removed. ·Germination box position and tray level in the 
germinator had little effect upon flooding. After each seedling count, 
excess water was drained from each box. Effect of flooding upon 
germination values is not known. Water from boxes containing bitter-
brush seeds was reddish brown in color. It was observed that germina-
tion usually began in this species after an unknown amount of this sub-
stance was leached from the seed. Since germination followed leaching 
it is suspected that this substance contained a germination inhibitor. 
In conclusion, many of the shrub species studied are slow to 
germinate and grow, an understanding of the germination requirements 
should be advantageous in establishing them under range conditions. 
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It appears highly unlikely that planting seed of bitterbrush, shadscale, 
big sagebrush, cliffrose, curlleaf mountainmahogany, and golden currant 
would result in suitable stands if planted in the spring. The prechill 
requirements for maximum germination suggest that fall planting dates 
are required. Other species such as Apache-plume, shrubby cinquefoil, 
and Morman tea would appear to be equally suited to fall and spring 
establishment dates. Species which require no prechill or a short pre-
chill duration such as winterfat, fourwing saltbush, and Jersey tea 
could be planted in the spring. However, spring seedlings often have 
a high mortality due to drought conditions occurring before plants can 
establish a supportive root system. 
Spring transplanting of containerized shrub species grown in the 
greenhouse showed promise as a way of establishing these species on 
problem areas. Transplants avoid high seedling mortality due to poor 
root establishment and in general gives the species a head st.art on 
survival. The use of containerized transplants may be of value in 
restoring depleted livestock and big-game winter ranges, reclaim· strip-
mined lands, revegetate road cuts, or used in areas in which wind and 
water erosion is a problem. Containerized plants could in part be an 
effective method of revegetating lands in which natural revegetation by 
parent stock or direct seeding is too slow due to environmental 
conditions. 
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ESTABLISHMENT, GROWTH, FALL UTILIZATION, AND CHEMICAL 
COMPOSITION OF INTRODUCTED SHRUBS ON NORTH CENTRAL 
OKLAHOMA RANGELAND 
Abstract 
On April 1, 1977, 14 species of containerized shrubs were 
transplanted onto north central Oklahoma rangeland to determine growth, 
survival, fall utilization, chemical composition, and dige~tibility of 
introduced shrubs. One-half of the available plants of each species 
were.transplanted onto Lucien loam (Udic Ustochrepts) and one-half 
onto Grainola silt loam (Vertic Haplustalfs) soils. Plants were 
enclosed in mammal graze-proof wire cages throughout the summer. Mid-
range growth and number of live plants were determined for each pot on 
April 1, September 1, and November 20. On September 1, cages were 
removed from around one-half of the pots of each species on each soil 
type to allow grazing. Mean summer plant growth was determined as 
the difference between September and April mean mid-range growth for 
each species. Fall utilization was determined as the difference 
between September and November mean mid-range growth. Survival was 
considered the difference between the number of April and November 
live plants. Growth and. survival were greater on the deeper Grainola 
soil, while utilization was greater on the Lucien soil. Nitrogen, 
phosphorus, potassium, and calcium contents and In Vivo dry matter 
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digestibility were much greater in fall caged shrubs than in native 
herbaceous samples collected from the same area at the same time. 
Introduction 
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With a decreasing acerage of Oklahoma rangeland and an increasing 
demand for meat, there is an increased production pressure on our 
rangelands. To increase meat production on our rangelands, not only 
must the forage quality and carrying capacity be increased, but the 
period of adequate forage quality needs to be extended. 
No forage class (i.e., grass, forbs, shrubs) maintains a high 
nutritional level throughout the year. Most forage plants are high 
in nutritive value during early growth but their forage value declines 
rapidly as they mature. However, some classes mature slowly and 
maintain higher nutrient levels over an extended period (Cook 1972). 
Browse plants have a relatively high level of crude protein 
throughout the year. However, crude protein, phosphorus, and carotene 
levels decrease with plant maturity while calcium and fiber components 
increase. In general, shrubs contain higher percentages of crude pro-
tein during fall and winter, but less during spring and summer than 
grasses or forbs. The levels of these components in ,forbs are usually 
intermediate between grasses and shrubs (Cook and Harris 1968, Cook 1972, 
Oelberg 1956). 
Maturation accompanied by a change in the stem-to-leaf ratio is 
largely responsible for seasonal changes in chemical composition in all 
forage plants (Cook et al. 1956). Seasonal changes in chemical composi-
tion are less dramatic in shrubs, however, than in grasses or forbs. 
Shrubs maintain higher nutritional levels during dormancy due to the 
translocation of nutrients from the leaves to the stems before·leaf 
abscission (Kramer and Kozlowski 1960). Stems then provide browse 
throughout the fall and winter. 
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Establishment of adapted browse plants in tallgrass prairies 
would increase rangeland carrying capacity as well as plant species 
and diet diversity. Rangelands with more diverse vegetation are often 
more suitable for common use by sheep, cattle, and goats than for 
single use by only one kind of animal (Cook 1954, Merrill and Young 
1954, Merrill et al. 1966). In Texas, proper stocking with two or 
more kinds of livestock maintained or improved range condition 
(Merrill et al. 1966). 
Season of use and nutrient content of forage often determines 
degree of utilization and plant species eaten (Wallace et al. 1972). 
As seasons change and the number of plant species available for 
utilization decrease, competition between kinds and classes of 
livestock increases (Cook et al. 1967, Rosiere et al. 1975). Even as 
nutritive value and digestibility of plants decrease, selective graz-
ing of plant species and plant parts enable animals to maintain a 
higher quality diet than when grazing vegetation with low species 
diversity (Laycock and Price 1970). Therefore, the objectives of this 
study were to introduce containerized shrub seedlings onto two tallgrass 
prairie range sites and determine 1) plant growth, 2) plaJ;J.t utilization, 
3) species survival, and 4) plant chemical composition after one full 
growing season. 
Study Area 
The study area is on the Stillwater Creek Experimental Range 
located in north central Oklahoma at coordinates 37°7 1 latitude, 
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97°17' longitude, and 22 km west of Stillwater, Oklahoma. The elevation 
of the area ranges from 287 m along Stillwater Creek to 297 m at the 
north boundary (George 1974). 
The area has a continental climate with an annual mean minimum 
temperature of 9°C and a mean maximum temperature of 22°C. The 
average absolute minimum is -l4°C from November through March with the 
absolute maximum temperature exceeding 40°C June through August. The 
annual precipitation averages 820 ± 250 mm. The average precipitation 
·distribution during the 192-day growing season is 23% (April- May), 
34% (June- August), 19% (September- October), and 23% (November-
March) (Meyers 1976). The establishment sites were located in good 
condition tallgrass prairie vegetation previously used as a hay 
meadow or moderately grazed during the summer by steers. 
Both soil types in the study area are Shallow Prairie range sites. 
The common soil parent materials are sandstone and shale. These are 
common parent materials often occurring throughout the Oklahoma 
Reddish Prairies (Gray and Roozitalab 1976). Grainola and Lucien soil 
series comprise the study area. Grainola silt loam is a fine, mixed, 
thermic Vertic Haplustaf. It is a deep, well drained, slowly premeable 
soil with a moderate water holding capacity. Lucien silt loam in the 
study area is a loamy, mixed, thermic, shallow Udic Ustochrept, 
although Lucien soils are normally classified Udic Haplustolls. It 
is a shallow, well drained, moderately rapid permeable soil with a low 
water holding capacity (Gray and Nance 1978). 
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The vegetation on the Grainola soil is indicative of a deeper soil 
with a moderate water holding capacity. The vegetation is dominated 
by big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii), little bluestem (Schizachrium 
scoparium), and Indiangrass (Sorghastrum nutans). The vegetation on 
the Lucien soil is typical for shallow, xeric soil. Dominant species 
include blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), hairy grama (Bouteloua 
hirsuta), side-oats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), silver bluestem 
(Bothriochloa saccharoides), and Japanese brome (Bromus japonicus). 
Scientific nomenclature of species is according to Gould (1968). A view 
of the study areas is shown in Figure 1. 
Fig. 1. View of the study area. 
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Methods 
On April 1, containerized seedlings of bitterbrush (Purshia 
tridentata), fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens), Jersey tea 
(Ceanothus ovatus), big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata), shadscale 
(Atriplex confertifolia), snowbrush (Ceanothus velutinus), winterfat 
(Ceratoides lanata), curlleaf mountain-mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius), 
cliffrose (Cowania mexicana var. stansburiana), Morman tea (Ephedra 
viridus), Apache-plume (Fallugia paradoxa), shrubby cinquefoil 
(Potentilla fruticosa), golden currant (Ribes aureun), and wedgeleaf 
ceanothus (Ceanothus cuneatus) were removed from the greenhouse and 
transplanted in.the study area. Fringed sagebrush (Artemisia frigida) 
and true mountain-mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus) plants were trans-
planted from southeastern Colorado onto the study area at this time. 
One-half of the number of available plants of each species were planted 
on each of 2 soil types in the study area. The bottom of each 
transplanted pot was removed and additional cuts were made in the side 
to facilitate root growth. Mid-range growth was determined by measuring 
the height of the tallest and shortest plant in each pot. Plants were 
enclosed with mammal gr.aze-proof wire cages (Fig. 2) and watered 
periodically throughout the summer to prevent grazing and minimize soil 
water stress. 
On September 1 mid-range plant growth was determined for each 
species and each pot.. The number of live plants in each pot was 
recorded. Summer plant growth was determined by subtracting April 
mid-range growth from September mid-range growth. Cages placed over 
one-half of the pots of each species on each soil type were removed at 
Fig. 2. Mammal graze-proof wire cage. 
this time to allow grazing by cattle and wildlife. Pots were also 
removed from around plants to reduce livestock curiosity. 
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On November 20, after freezing temperatures had stopped plant 
growth, mid-range growth and number of live plants were determined for 
both caged and uncaged (grazed) plants. Fall growth of ungrazed 
plants was determined by subtracting September mid-range caged plant 
growth from November mid-range caged plant growth. Utilization was 
determined by subtracting November mid-range grazed plant growth 
from September mid-range grazed plant growth. Species survival was 
determined by subtracting the number of live plants in November from 
the number of live plants in April. Current growth was collected 
from plants caged throughout the fall for chemical analysis and nylon 
bag dry matter digestibility (NBDMD). 
Plant samples were dried at room temperature (25°C) for 10 days 
and ground in a Wiley mill with a 2-mm mesh screen for chemical 
analysis. Samples were analyzed for kjeldahl nitrogen, phosphorus, 
potassium, and calcium (OSU Soil and Water Testing Laboratory, 
Unpublished procedures). Dry matter content (%)was determined by 
heating duplicate 2-gram samples for 24 hours at 100°C. Three rumen-
fistulated steers were used for NBDMD determinations (Johnson L969). 
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A 3-gram aliquot of each sample was placed in each steer for 48 hours. 
Samples were removed from steers, washed, dried at 60°C for 48 hours 
and reweighed to determine NBDMD. 
Data were analyzed using an IBM 370/158 computer and the ANOVA 
procedure of the Statistical Analysis System (Barr and Goodnight 1972). 
Statistical comparisons for plant growth, utilization, and species 
survival were made by species and between soil types. Soil types were 
not replicated. Statistical comparisons for plant chemical composition 
and NBDMD were made by species. All differences discussed were 
significant at the 5% level of probability unless otherwise specified. 
Results and Discussion 
Weather 
Total precipitation during the growing season was near normal for 
the area. However, precipitation distribution differed from the normal 
monthly rainfall averages. Above normal precipitation occurred during 
May, July, and August. May precipitation was more than 100~ greater 
than normal while July and August averaged 35% above normal. June 
rainfall was only 18% of the normal average. Precipitation in 
September and November was near normal while rainfall in October was 
50% below normal. Throughout the growing season maximum temperatures 
averaged 1.6°C greater than normal while mean temperatures averaged 
2.4°C above normal. Wind movement averaged 2573 km/mo throughout 
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the growing season (Table 1). May rainfall enabled plants to establish 
root systems before the onset of hot and dry weather. 
Species Growth by Soil Type 
Summer plant growth varied among species and between soil types 
(Fig. 3). Growth ranged from 1 to 30 em depending upon the species. 
Big sagebrush, fourwing saltbush, and Apache-plume growth was not 
affected by soil type. Apparently these species are equally adaptable 
to both soils. However, Apache-plume flowered on the Grainola soil, 
but not on the Lucien soil. The greater water holding capacity of 
the deeper and more mesic Grainola soil might have been an influential 
factor in Apache-plume flowering. 
Curlleaf mountain-mahogany, Morman tea, and golden currant plants 
failed to grow well on either soil type. The growing points Dn 
twigs of these species died during the summer. September mid-range 
plant growth was less than initial April plant height for these species. 
Morman tea twig tips dried andbecame brittle in late July. Leaves 
of golden currant turned brown and fell from plants on both soil types 
by early July. However, after a rain in mid August and several days of 
cooler temperatures, some golden currant plants on the Lucien soil began 
to produce new leaves. New leaves began tg appear on golden currant 
plants on the Grainola soil immediately after September plant 
Table 1. Monthly precipitation (mm), temperature (°C), and wind 
(km/mo) values during the 1977 growing season. 
Climatic Factor 
Precipitation TemEerature (°C) Wind 
28 
(mm) Mean Absolute Maximum (Km/month) 
April 68 14 30 2674 
May 237 20 32 2801 
June 20 24 37 2565 
July ll5 29 41 2646 
August ll7 27 38 2572 
September 67 24 36 2459 
October 31 17 36 2141 
November_!/ 48 ll 27 2732 
1/ 
- Values are for the first 20 days of November 
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Fig. 3. Mid-range summer growth (em) averages of 10 introduced shrub species on 2 soil types. 
Negative growth indicates plants in which terminal portion of stems died during the summer. 
measurements. The more readily available soil water in the Lucien 
soil was probably responsible for the earlier leaf production of 
golden currant. 
Fringed sagebrush and true mountain-mahogany were transplanted 
from southeastern Colorado onto the study area at the same time the 
other species were transplanted from the greenhouse. April mid-range 
growth was not determined so summer growth was not known for these 
species. Fringed sagebrush plants on the Lucien soil produced seed 
whereas plants growing on the Grainola soil did not. Seed production 
may have been induced by the more xeric Lucien soil. True mountain-
mahogany plants were pruned before transplanting. Plants on both 
soil types produced very little woody stem growth but an abundance of 
leaves where stems were cut. 
Winterfat, Jersey tea, cliffrose, and bitterbrush growth was 
affected by soil type. Winterfat growth was 15 em greater for plants 
growing on the more xeric, Lucien soil. Winterfat plants never 
attained an erect growth form or developed strong woody stems which 
are characteristic of this species in native habitat. 
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Jersey tea, cliffrose, and bitterbrush plants growing on the 
Grainola soil exhibited increased growth of 100%, 37%, and 63%, 
respectively, greater than plants of these species growing on the 
Lucien soil. The increased plant growth was probably· due to the 
greater water holding capacity of the Grainola soil. The Lucien soil 
is a shallower soil with more rapid permeability and a lower water 
holding capacity than that of the Grainola soil. Differences in growth 
of winterfat, Jersey tea, cliffrose, and bitterbrush due to soil type 
indicate these species have particular requirements which influence 
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adaptability. Fall growth was negliglible for all species studied. 
Species Utilization by Soil Type 
Utilization differences were greater among species than between 
soil types (Fig. 4). Utilization ranged from 0 to 23 em of vegetative 
growth depending upon the species. 
Browsing of true mountain-mahogany, Jersey tea, and Apache-plume 
was greater on the shallower Lucien soil. Cook (1959) found that 
plants growing on shallower soils were more leafy and produced smaller 
stems than the same species growing on deeper soils. Stem:leaf ratios 
were not determined in this study. Utilization was not correlated with 
plant height growth. Apache-plume plants in September and the same 
plants in ~ovember after browsing are shown in Figure 5. 
Utilization of fringed sagebrush, big sagebrush, fourwing 
saltbush, Morman tea, and golden currant was not affected by soil type. 
Apparently soil type did not influence plant chemical composition to 
the extent that animals preferred plants growing on one soil type over 
the other. Bitterbrush utilization was 50% greater on plants growing 
on the Grainola soil than plants on the Lucien soil. Due to the small 
sample (plants/soil type) size, comparisons of preference (utilization) 
by site may not be a true indication of preference. 
Species Growth, Survival, and Utilization 
Species growth, survival, and utilization varied greatly among 
species (Fig. 6). Average mid-range growth ranged from 7 em for 
Jersey tea to 30 em for Apache-plume. Fourwing saltbush, cliffrose, 
Apache-plume, and bitterbrush produced mean growth of 15 em or more. 
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Fig. 5. Apache-plume in September before browsing (A) 
and in November after browsing (B). 
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Fig. 6. Summer growth, fall utilization, and species survival of 10 introduced browse species. 
Initial transplanted growth as well as new growth was consumed where utilization exceeds 
growth. 
Big sagebrush, winterfat, Jersey tea, and Morman tea grew less than 
15 em. 
Shadscale, snowbrush, shrubby cinquefoil, and wedgeleaf ceanothus 
failed to survive the summer. Apparently climatic differences between 
the study area and the native habitat of these species were too great 
for survival even though the plants were watered. No common habitat 
requirements or limitat.ion for these 4 species could be determined 
from the literature. 
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Species survival ranged from a low of 29% for Jersey tea to a high 
of 100% for fringed sagebrush and true mountain-mahogany. Well 
developed root systems of fringed sagebrush and true mountain-mahogany 
when transplanted probably enabled them to survive the high summer 
temperatures and soil water stress. Big sagebrush, Jersey tea, and 
cliffrose survival was less then 50%,' whereas, survival of fringed 
sagebrush, fourwing saltbush, winterfat, true mountain-mahogany, 
Morman tea, Apache-plume, and bitterbrush was 50% or greater. 
Utilization of fringed sagebrush and true mountain-mahogany was 
relatively low. Utilization of new growth was approximately 50% for 
big sagebrush, cliffrose, Apache-plume, and bitterbrush. Both leaves 
and stems of big sagebrush were browsed. Often entire plants were 
stripped of their leaves. 
Fourwing saltbush utilization exceeded new growth by 5 em (31%). 
Not only was new growth consumed but part of the original plant growth 
was eaten. All fourwing saltbush plants were heavily utilized. Winter-
fat plants were too few to determine utilization. 
Utilization of Jersey tea plants exceeded new growth by 9 em 
. (125%) . }any plants were either chewed off at ground level or missing. 
Morman tea plants failed to produce new growth but almost all old 
growth was consumed. 
Plant Chemical Composition and Digestibility 
Plant chemical composition in November was determined on a dry 
weight basis from a cornpositie sample for each species. Nitrogen, 
phosphorus, potassium, and calcium contents varied greatly among 
species. The variation of NBDMD among species was less pronounced 
than chemical composition (Table 2). 
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Nitrogen content in the various species ranged from 0.89 to 2.5%, 
phosphorus 0.07 to 0.23%, potassium 0.52 to 1.48%, and calcium 
0.58 to 1.99%. The high nitrogen content in true mountain-mahogany 
plants may be due, in part, to the high percentage of leaves in the 
sample. This species produced very little woody stern growth but an 
abundance of leaves. At the time of sampling, leaves were greenish 
brown in color, flexible, and intact. This species appears to have a 
greater cold tolerance than other species; therefore translocation of 
nutrients from leaves to sterns may occur later in the season. There 
was insufficient plant sample to determine nitrogen content of Jersey 
tea and winterfat. High levels of calcium accumulated by some plants 
may be due to the Caco3 added to the potting mixture. Soils on the 
study area were not unusually high in calcium. 
In most instances fall nutrient contents of study species were 
lower than reported levels for these species growing in their native 
habitat. The nutrient contents of study species was much greater than 
nutrient levels in herbaceous samples coll~cted in the study area. 
Table 2. Fall chemical composition (%) and nylon bag dry matter digestibility (%) for 
introduced shrubs. 
NBDMD (%) NBDMD (%) 
Species N p K Ca (N=3 Animals) (N=2 Animals) 
c- + X - sd) . (x ± sd) 
Fourwing 
Saltbush 1. 00 .17 1. 48 .99 35 ± 11 47 ± 7 
Big Sagebrush 1. 93 .18 1. 25 .62 32 ± 21 50 ± 2 
Cliffrose .92 .14 .87 .80 42 ± 9 53 ± 2 
Apache-plume 1.16 .14 .69 1. 37 32 ± 14 46 ± 3 
Bitterbrush .89 .12 .52 .68 37 ± 12 50 ± 2 
Fringed 
Sagebrush 1. 38 .14 1.14 .58 
True Mountain-
Mahogany 2.50 . 23 .75 .79 
Morman Tea 1. 56 .17 1. 25 2.00 
Golden Currant 1.18 .19 1.17 .99 
Jersey Tea 1/ . 07 .46 1.18 
Winterfat 1/ .17 .79 .88 




Mean nutrient contents for study species were nitrogen 1. 39%, phosphorus 
0.15%, potassium 0.85%, and calcium 0.99%. Mean nitrogen content of 
prairie hay samples cut at the same time was 0.57%. Phosphorus, 
potassium, and calcium levels of forage cut at the same time from a 
comparable area was 0.04%, 0.36%, and 0.44%, respectively. 
Study species were relatively digestible. Digestibility of study 
species ranged from 46 to 53% or 32 to 42% depending on whether data 
from the 2 steers with comparable digestibility values or data from all 
three steers were used. At the time of NBDMD determinations one 
research animal was listless and losing weight. Values. from digesti-
bility trials in this animal were consistently lower than values from 
·the other two animals. Insufficient plant material was available 
to repeat the trials. 
There was not enough plant sample to determine NBDMD for fringed 
sagebrush, true mountain-mahogany, Morman tea, golden currant, Jersey 
tea, or winterfat. Mean NBDMD of all study species was 35% with 3 steers 
and 49% with 2 steers. Digestibility of forage samples collected from 
the study area at the same time was only 22%. 
Conclusions 
Plant growth and survival for most species was greater on the more 
mesic Grainola soil, while utilization was usually greater on the 
xeric Lucien soil. Big sagebrush, fourwing saltbush, and Apache-plume 
growth was not affected by soil type and these species have a good 
potential as browse plants in the tallgrass prairie. Fringed 
sagebrush and true mountain-mahogany also seem to be potential browse 
plant13 in this area. Curlleaf mountain-mahogany, Morman tea, and 
golden currant did not grow well on either soil type and their 
successful establishment and growth are doubtful. Fourwing saltbush, 
cliffrose, Apache-plume, and bitterbrush made the greatest growth. 
Fourwing saltbush, Jersey tea, and Apache-plume were the most heavily 
browsed and would increase diet diversity. Fringed sagebrush, true 
mountain-mahogany, fourwing saltbush, winterfat, and Apache-plume had 
the highest survival percentage. 
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Based on growth, utilization, survival, and chemical composition, 
further work towards establishment of fourwing saltbush and Apache-plume 
in tall grass prairie is recommended. It appears critical that grazing 
be completely deferred until after the second growing season to allow 
for establishment. ·Transplant sites such as earthen dams and shelter 
belts are areas which could be easily protected from grazing. If 
plastic containers are used they should be removed early in the second 
growing season. 
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TITLE 'STIOHA~ SHRUg STUDY': 
Cl1~Mf'NT 1977 
CHE~ICAL SCARIFICATION, STqAT!F!CHI;JN, l.·~.l 'iOA<I~~ >HlS I~ A IHT~·l}>C\ 











PURSH!A TMTDENTA•A ATCA = ATRIPL~X CA~ESCE~S 
CEANOTHUS 'lVATUS A~AL = A'ltLA'lCHIE~ AL'IIFCLIA 
ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATI ITCO = AT,IDLEX CJ~Ff•TIFrLIA 
CEAN~THUS VFLUT!'<US C~LA = C•RATOIOES LANATA 
COWA~IA MEXICANA STA~S~~kiANt EPVI = E•HfQRI VIRIQUS 
FALLUGIA PARAD8XA KnPR = KDCH!A PROSTRATA 
POTENTILLA rRUT!COSA RIAJ = Rl~rS AUREJM PO~O • qJSA 
CEANIJTHUS CUN'EAT•JS I:JFA = IDE~JST8MA FASCICULATUM 
CtRCJCA~PUS LEDI"GLIUS 
WGODS II 
ALL TNEAT~ENTS ~ERE REPLICATED 3 TIMES "ITH 25 SEFJS IN EACH P~P 
vEqMICULITE wAS USED AS THE SUoSTRATE A~O COVERI~G FOP ALL STUDIES 
GER~INATOR WAS SET FOR ALTEM~ATING TEMP ~F 12.5 : (~IGHTI lNG 20 C (OAYl 
FOR 16 AND 8 HR RESPECTFULLY 
~ SEED WAS CO~SIDERED GE~~INATED WHc~ EITHER THE SEFU OR PAc!CAL WA) DUSH") 
UP THROUGH THE VER~ICULITE 
ScEDL INGS WERE COUNTED E~CH ~ON, wEDo AND FRI Fcl'\ 4 WFEKS 
C~EMICAL ScARIFICATION 
(HEM USED Fr~ SCAR WEPE [J~C SULFJP!C ACILJ, rlYDRJGEN PERQXIDo AND C~LOP:Jx 
EACH ACID WAS USE::J IN FOUR I IMF.-INTERVAL TREATME~TS r'F l2o 9, 6o j, .\ND 0 HR 
STRATIFICATION 
DISTILLED WATER AND A 2~ SnL JF K'l!T WE~' USED A> MO!STrN!~v AGE~TS 
BITTERBRUSf<o FOU~WING SALTAUSH, AND l~tLA'~[' CE.\N:JTHUS •f-"i SHATIHEJ F'W 
16, So 2o Ai'<D 0 WKS 
ALL .OTHER SPECIES WERE STRATIFIED f-OR 10, 2 0 AND 0 WKS 
GERM BOXES WERE TAPED SHUT A~D PLACED I~ DARK [OLU STORAGE AT 3C 
THICtJREA 
SFEU WER• SOAKED I~ A 3t SOLUTION Df THIOUREA AT 4 TIME-INTE•VAL T~TS OF 
&Jo 40, 20, AND 0 MINUTES 
GREE~tiOUSE 
~ULT!PLE SEEDLINGS OF EACH SP WERE TRA~SPLA'IHD !~TO LM<>• PITS ANJ ~;JVE~ 
TO THE' GREENHOUSE 
POTS WERE PLACED IN LARGE ALU~INUM FLATS A~O FL~lDED TO ALL"• PLA~TS TO 
DRAW WATER UP FROK BElCW 
SEEDLINGS WERE ~ERTILIZED WITH A 18-26-lb A~D WATERED AS ~EEDED 
FIELD DATA 
THE LARGEST AND S'IALLEST PLANTS IN EACH P8T oERE MEASUqED A~J RECJ~JE.J AS 
WELL AS THE ~UMBER Of LIVF PL~NTS •EFU~E T~A~SPL~~TI~G ~NT~ T~E STJDY aREA 
ALL •LANTS WERE TRANSPLANT~C J~T~ THE STILLWATEq CREEK EXP AA~GE LOC!TEO 
17 K>1 WEST OF STILLWATER [JK I~ PAYNF CJ 0~ APq(l FlkST 
THE SPECIFS •ERE EVENLY DIVIDED OVE~ T~O LOAMY P<AI~IE ~AN~• SITES 
ALL POTS WENE COVERED WITH MA•~AL GRAZE P~OOF CAGES 
•LA~T) WERE FEqTilllEO AN~ WATERED AS NEEDED THPJUGH~UT T~= SEASON 
Sr!L <;AMPLES wEi<E TAKE'J AT l5CM INCREME~TS AT 3 LOCH! o.~S :)N E:ACH S'IL IYPE 
ANU •ET SGIL wEIGHTS DETERMINED IN THE FlfLD 
SEPT 
SEPT I ONE-HALF OF THE CAGES LJ'O EACH SP~CIES ON 'ACH S!Tt WERf R 0 •JV~O Tll 
ALLO~ GRAliNG 
THE LARGEST AND SMALLEST PLA~T> IN ALL P'TS •EN' MEISUNEO A~L RECOROEJ hl 
THIS TIME AS •ELL AS THE ~UMBE~ GF LIV~ ?LA~TS 
f ~n ST 
AFTFA THF FI~ST KILLING FREEL'E TrlE LAPGEST A~U ~•ALLFST PLA~IS IN ALL Ch~EJ 
AMJ UNCAGFD POTS WERE MEASURELl A~D RECOP~FD AS •'LL AS \UMBER OF LIVE Pi A\TS 
ALL PLANTS IN THE REMAINING CAGES WEAl CLIPPED >JR [HFMTCAL ~NALYSIS 
NOV 20 
LARGEST A~D S~ALLEST PLANTS IN 'EACH POT UNCAGED >EPT l WEPE •EASJRED AND 
NUMBER OF LIVE PLANTS W~RE RECORQED 
FALL UTILIZATION wAS DETE~~INED FROM THESE S6"PL'S 
WEATHER 
SOIL TE~PERATURE WAS TAKE~ INSIDE AND OUTSIDE U~ES AT E~CH SAMPLING PEPI.lD 
CLOUD CC1VER DEW wiND VELOCITY DI~ECT ION ~NO oCT ~~D uoy bULB HAD! NuS FRc;v 
A SLING PSYCHROMETER ~ERE MAD• EVERY 30 MIN E6C~ SA~PLING PE~IdD 
LABORATORY ANALYSIS 
SQIL AND PLANT SAMPLES WERF AI~ DRIED FO~ IJ JAYS AT ROOM TE~PF;ATURE ANU 
DRY WEIGHTS RECORJEO A~D THE~ SAMPLES WE•• G~0U~) FrR CH~~ICAL ·~~LYSIS 
SURF~CE SOIL SAMPLe'S WERE ANALYlEO FOR SA'l:l SILT CLAY PH OM ~ P K CA r;A MG 
SUBS(JRF~CE SAMPLES WERE ANALYZED FOR SA'r:, SILT CLAY PY AND OM 
PLANT SAMPLES WENE ONALYZtD FJR KJELDAHL NITq0G~• CILCIU• PHnSPHORUS ANU 
POT AS SlUM 
PERCc~T .OkY MATTER WAS OfTERMINED ~y H'AT!~t; A l:>M SAMPL.f AT lOOC fD• 24 HN 
!~VIVO DMO DETERM!'JATIONS WEPE MADE FrR PL~NT SA1PLFS bY PLl~ING· THReE 3G~ 
SAMPLES IN 'l ~UMEN FISTULAT£ll STEERS F•JR 48 H'lURS; , 
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SPECIES SELECTED FOR STUDY 
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Genus Species l/ 
Fallugia paradoxa (D.Don) Endl. 
Artemisia tridentata Nutt. 
Purshia tridentata (Pursh) DC 
Adenostoma facsiculatum H. & A~/ 
Cowania mexicana var. stansburiana 
(Torr.) Jespen 
Cercocarpus ledif__s>lius Nutt. 
Artemisia frig~~ Willd. 
A triplex cane~~e_12_s (Pursh) Nut t. 
Ribes aureum Pursh 
Ceanothus ovatus Desf. ll 
Ephedra viridis Cov. 
Kochia prostrata (L). Schrad. 
Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. 
Atriplex confertifolia (Torr. & 
Frem.) S. Watts 
Potentilla fruticosa L. 
Ceanothus velutinus Dougl. 
Cercocarpus ~~tanus Raf. 
Ceariothus cuneatus (Hook.) Nutt. 
Ceratoides lanata 
Rosa woodsii L~ndl. 
1/ 
Scientific nomenclature according to USDA Forest Service 1977. 























SOURCE AND PURE SEED OF STUDY SPECIES 
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Table 1. Source collection date, and pure seed (%) of ~ach species 
used in chemical scarification and prechill studies. 
Collection Identification Pure 
Species Source Date !\umber Seed 
---~----
Putr Sharp Bros. Seed Co. 100 
Atca Sharp Bros. Seed Co. 80 
Cc,ov P.M.L., Manhatten, Kan. 1975 P~IK-l3R3 100 
Amal Soda Springs, Idaho 9/76 LK-405 100 
1\rtr Gordon Creek, Price, Utah 1975 LJI, l-7 5 100 
!\teo Rio lllanco Co., Colo. 9/7 5 l:l'C-211 80 
CPve Smvtonlh Nat. For., Gooding, Idaho 1966 G2-66 76 
C'-'la Rio Blanco Co., Colo. 9/75 EPC-214 100 
Ccle Juniper Htn., rdaho 1974 lj4J-74 96 
Come Hona, L;tah 1973 1:21-73 100 
Epvi Rio Blanco Co., Colo. 8/7 5 EPC-58 100 
Fapa San Luis Valley, Colo. 10/75 lcPC-580 J(J() 
Koj1r P.M.C., Aberdeen, Idaho l'l74 ,\1\-49') 88 
!'o[r Coll"ge Farm, Ephraim, Utah llJ 71, l.' l-74 100 
J{iau Aberdeen, Idaho 8/76 i\ll-787 100 
Rowo Summit Co., Colo. 9/75 rcPC-405 80 
CL~cu p. H .C-.' Lock ford, Cal if. q/76 1'1-84-71 100 
1\dfa "It. Diablo, Calif. S/76 . Pl-40-71 96 
-----·-·------------------· 
l I \-.Jell filled complete seed units. 
y 
Table 2. Source, collection date, and pure seed (%) of each species 
used in thiourea studies. 
Species Collection Identification Pure 
Code Date Number Seed ]j 
Putr Rio Blanco Co., Colo. 8/75 IPC-132 100 
Atca Rio Blanco Co., Colo. ll/75 EPC-512 84 
Ceov P.M.C., Manhattan Kansas 1975 Pi'lK-1383 100 
Amal Rio Blanco Co., Colo. 9/75 . EPC-393 100 
Artr Gordon Creek, Price, Utah 1975 U41-75 100 
At co Enoch, Utah 9/74 ,\b-744 26 
Ceve Rio Blanco Co., Colo. 9/75 EPC-243 48 
Cela Kanab, Utah ll/75 Ab-764 92 
Come Redfield, Utah 8/75 Ab-743 100 
Epvi Rio Blanco Co., Colo. 8/75 EPC-58 100 
Fapa Richfield, Utah 1974 Ul-74 92 
iZopr College Farm, Ephraim, Utah 1974 U2-74 96 
Pofr College Farm; Ephraim, Utah 1974 Ul-74 100 
Riau Ma1ad, Idaho 1972 Ul5-72 100 
Rowo Summit Co., Colo. 9/75 EPC-405 80 
Ce>cu Siski.uou Co., Calif. 1971 \ 16-71 100 
Ad fa Nt. Diablo, Calif. 8/76 Pl-S0-71 96 
]j Well filled complete seed units. 
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CO~WUTER PROGRAM STATEMENTS, GERMINATION MEANS, 
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T!TLF '5T!DHA~ SHOU~ STUDY'; 
DATA (H(~SC; l~P~T 
• ' 1 II I 
STUQY t 1-4 YR 6-7 DAY Q-11 TPT i 13-16 T I~ 1d-19 ~op 21 CO 23 
PUT, 2"-21 ATCA 29-31 CE8V 33-3"; 
PUTR•PJTR •· O; .ATCA•ATCA • O; C':'JV=Cco~V • Q; 
C'J~ ~E 1\/T 
STUUY = CHEMICAL IACIDI SCARIF!CATIO~ 
flAY A"'O YEAP 10/7/76 THPU 10/28/76 
TPEAT~FI\IT = CYEMICALS USED FOR SCARIF!CATIO~ ~~~ CONTPOL (81STILLF~ WAT"RI 
CHLnROX HY0lfJGFN PEROXIDE A~O COI\IC SULFURIC ACID 
TIMF = Lc~GT·~ OF SCARIFICHifJN O-Wl PPET~EAT~ENT 3-HR 6-HR 9-HR AND 12-HP 
REPLICATION • 3 REPLICATI,I\/5 FOR ALL TPFATME~TS AND TIMES 
CARD DATA cARD NU~HER 
PIJTR • PIJRSY!A TRIOENThTA ATCA • ATRIPL"X CA~ES:!'NS CEC'V = (OAI\IOTHJS ~VATUS; 
ORO( SORl OUT:SHQURS OATA•CHE~SC; .BY ~AY T•T TIM RFP; 
oonc \NOVA OATA = CHEMSC; HY JAY; 
CLASSF~ OfP TRT TI~; 'IFANS QEPITRTIT!'I; 
'IOOEL PUP HCA C!'OV =REP TPTIT!M; 
P f)OL ' T1 ' P F S I DUAL /T l ~; 
PflOL ""' RFS!f\lJAL/TPT; 
P'JOL 'TT' <ESI:1UAL/TI'I~TRT; 
TEST TIMITPT ~y 'TT'; 
DATA SET C HEr-<SC 
CLASSES 
REP I 2 3 
TRT Cf'I'J HYPR SULF 
Tl~ 3 6 9 12 
I 
Table 1. Mean germination of 3 reps. for 3 browse species at 14, 21, and 28 days germination. 
Species were scarified with 3 chemicals for 4 time interval treatments. 
Germination 
--~--
14 2 28 
Fourwing Foun1ing Jersey Fourwing Jersey 
Species Bitterbrush Saltbush Bitterbrush Saltbush Tc;a Bit terbrush Saltbush Tea ---------· 
Time (hours) 
1 
3 0.33 a 7.33 c 1..66 a 8.33 c 2.00 a 2.00 ab 8.66 c 2.33 a 
6 1.00 b 6.00 be 1. 33 a 6.66 b 2.33 a 2.66 b 6.66 b 2. 33 a 
9 0.33 a 5.33 ab 1.66 a 5.33 ab 3.33 b 2.00 ab 5.33 a 4.00 b 
12 -- 2a 4.44 a 1. 33 a 4.44 a l. 66 a 1.66 a 4.44 a 2.00 a 
Tr<.eatrnent (cherniccal) 
Chlorox a 4.75 b 1. 7 5 b 5.75 b 2.50 b 2.50 b 6.00 b 3.25 b 
Hydrogen Peroxide l. 25 b 11.83 c 2.75 c 12.08 c 4.50 c 3.75 c 12.08 c 4.75 c 
Sulfuric Acid a 0. 75 a a 0.75 a a a 0. 75 a a 
Tn'atment X Time 
Chlo 3 a 7.00 c 2.00 be 9.00 c 2.00 b 3.00 b 10.00 cd 3.00 b 
Chlo 6 a 9.00 c 1. 00 ab 11.00 cd 3.00 be 2.00 b 11.00 cde 3.00 b 
Chlo 9 a 2.00 ab 3.00 c 2.00 ab 3.00 be 3.00 b 2.00 ab 4.00 b 
Chlo 12 a 1.00 ab 1.00 ab 1.00 ab 2.00 b 2.00 b 1.00 ab 3.00 b 
Hypr 3 1.00 b 12.00 d 'l.OO c 13.00 de 4.00 c 3.00 h 13.00 ef 4.00 b 
Hypr 6 3.00 c 9.00 c 3.00 c 9.00 c 4.00 c 6.00 c 9.00 c 4.00 b 
Hypr 9 1.00 b 14.00 d 2.00 be 14.00 e 7.00 d 3.00 b 14.00 f 8.00 c 
Hypr 1 2 a 12. 33 d 3.00 c 12.33 de 3.00 be 3.00 b 12.33 def 3.00 b 
Sulf 3 a 3.00 b a 3.00 b a -- a 3.00 b a 
Sulf 6 a a a a a a a a 
Sulf 9 a a a a a a a a 
Sulf 12 a a a a a a a a 
LSD. o s Time .40 1. 30 .65 1. 30 .97 .83 1.16 .80 
LSD.os Treatment .35 1.13 .57 1'.12 .84 .72 1.00 .70 
LSD. 05 Treatment X Ti.me .70 2.25 1.13 2.24 1. 67 1.44 2.00 1. 39 
1Means in the same column followed by a similar letter are not significantlv different at the .05 level of probabi.lity. 
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Figure 1. Weekly mean germination (%) of 3 browse species 
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Figure 2. Weekly mean germination (%) of 3 browse 
species scarified in different hydrogen peroxide 
time treatments prior to germination. 
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APPENDIX E 
PRELIMINARY PRECHILL STUDY DATA SHEET, INPUT, 
COMMENT, COMPUTER PROGRAH STATEMENTS, 
·-GERMINATION MEANS, AND WEEKLY 
GERMINATION FIGURES 
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TITLE 'STIO~AM SHQU~ STunv•; 
DATA 5TRTI; INPUT 
STUDY $ 1-4 YP 6-7 DAY 9-11 TOT ~ 13-16 T!~ 18-Lq ~EP 21 CO 23 
PUTR 25-27 ATCA 29-31 CE0V 33-35; 
PUTR=PL!TR+J: ATCA=ATCA+O; GtOV=~EflV +~; 
(ilMMI'NT 
STUDY= STQATIFICH!rJN L (PPEC•HLLI 3 SP~C!ES 
D~Y AND YEAq = 8/22176 THOU 9/12/76 
TREATMf~T = PRECH!LL ~OISTE~!~G AG•~T DlST = DISTILLFO WATF~ 
KNIT (·KN031 = 21: POTASSIUM ~ITQATE SOLUTION 
TI~F = LFNGTH OF PRECH!ll 1-wKS 2-WKS 8-oKS AND 16-wKS 
REPLICATION= 3 QFPL!CAT!1NS FOR ALL T~EATME~TS A~D TIMES 
Ct~O nATA C~~~ ~U~B~P 
PcJTK = PURSH!~ T>IDENTAH AT~A = ATQ!PLFX CA~Es:=NS CEOV = C<'~NIJTHUS OVATUS; 
ll~OC ~~OVa QhTA = STQTI; ~y ~AV; 
CUSSES PFP TRT; Mq'lS R.FPITI~; 
~00°L (f(1V = PEP HTIT!'I; 
rrJ(lL 1 il 1 RESIDUAL/TIM; 
pr_HJL 'TP• RfSlDlJAL/TPT; 
Pl'JI 'TT' RESIDUAL/TIM*TPT; 
r c s T rt·~ 1 r P r d v • T T • ; 
flAT A :)fT S TDfl 
VHUES 
REP I 2 3 
TP r D!ST K"l!T 
Tl'l 0 2 8 16 
55 
DATA STTJ2: sn STRTl; IF TI~ u 011- Tl~ 
PRQC ANOIIA OATA = STT02; BY flAY; 
CLASSES 0 EP TRT: 'lEANS ~EPITIM: 
MODel PUTR ATCA CEO\/ =PEP TRTITJM; 
PrOL 'TI' P'SIDUAL/TIM: 
POOL •rq• PFSIOUAL/TRT; 
PUOL •TT• RES!DUAL/Tl~•TRT; 
TEST T!MITPT BY 'Tf'; 
DATA SET STT02 
CLASSES \/A LUES 
REP l 2 3 
TRT DIST K'll T 
TIM 0 2 
DATA STO.TB: S~T STRTl; IF TIM B; 
PROC ANOIIA fJATA • STRTB; BY DAV; 
ClASSES "fP TRT; MEANS REPITIM; 
MODEL PUTR ATCA = REPITRT; 
PGOL HpRQR' REP•TRT/TRT; 
TEST•T•T BY 'ERROR•; 
CLASStS VAl UF S 
REP l 2 3 
TOT O!ST KNIT 
TI~ 8 
DATA ST.Tl6: SFT STRTl; IF TIM = 16: 
PRO( ANO\IA DATA • STTH; gy DAY; 
CLASSES ~EP TRT; ~EANS REP IT !M; 
MODEL PUTR ITCA = REPITRT; 
POOL •rPROR' ~FP*TRT/TRT; 
T FS T TP T RY 1 t::R RnR • ; 
OAH SET 5TT16 
CLASSES VAL Uf S 




Table 1. Mean germination of 3 reps. for 3 browse species at 7, 14, 21 and 28 days germination. 
Species were prechilled for 0 and 2 weeks on vermiculite moistened with either distilled water 
or KN03 . 
Germination 
7 14 21 28 
Fourwing Fourwing Jersey Fourwing Jersey Fourwing Jersey 
S12ecies Bitterbrush Saltbush Saltbush Tea Saltbush Tea Saltbush Tea 
Time (weeks) 
0 0.16 3.50 9 0 so 4.50 9.83 10.33 9.83 10.33 
2 0.83 9.66 12.50 13.16 12.83 14.16 12.83 14.16 
Treatment (TRT) 
Distilled Water (D .H.) 0.66 5.83 11.16 7.83 11.83 11.83 11.83 11.83 
KN0 3 0.33 7.33 10.83 9.83 10.83 12.66 10.83 12.66 
Treatment X 'fjme 
0.11. 0 0.33 1 4.00 ab 9.66 a 3.66 a 10.33 10.33 a 10.33 a 10.33 a a 
lJ.W. 2 1.00 a 7.66 be 12.66 a 12.00 a 13.33 a 13.33 a 13.33 a 13.33 
a 
a 
KNO 0 -- 2a 3.00 a 9.33 a 5.33 a 9.33 a 10.33 a 9.33 a 10.33 a . 3 
KN0 3 2 0.66 a 11.66 c 12.33 a 14.33 a 12.33 a 15.00 a 12.33 a 15.00 a 
Probability Level Time .14 .01 .15 .01 .14 . 09 .14 .09 
Probability Level TRT .56 .28 .86 .58 .60 .67 .60 .68 
LSD. o s TRT X Time l. 37 4.40 6.35 7.94 6.21 6.63 6.21 6.63 
l 
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Figure 1. Weekly mean germination (%) of 3 browse species 
prechilled on substrate moistened with distilled water 
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Figure 2. Weekly mean germination (%) of 3 browse species 
prechilled on substrate moistened with 0.2% KN0 3 solution 
for 0, 2, 8, and 16 weeks prior to germination. 
APPENDIX F 
PRECHILL DATA SHEET, INPUT, COMMENT, COMPUTER 
PROGRAM STATEMENTS, GERMINATION MEANS, 
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TITLE 'STIDHAM SHRUR STUDY'; 
04TA STRT2; INPUT 
STIJ~Y ~ 1-4 yo &-7 DAY 9-11 TRT $ 13-16 Tl~ 16-19 ~FP 21 (0 23 
AMAL Zo-27 APTR 29-30 ATCO 32-J3 CEVE 3S-16 C~LA 3~-39 CELt 41-42 C~~F 44-4> 
FPV! 47-48 FADh ~J-51 KOPR 53-54 P~FR %-<;7 '<lAW 5J-6Q RO~I~ 62-63 CFCU 6)-66 
AOFA 6A-69; 
AMhL=AMAL + O; ARg=ARTP + J; ~HCJ=UCO + ·1; CEVf=:fVE + O; CHA=CEl.A + 0 
CFLF=C=LE + O; C'JM 0 =CUMF + O; CPVJ=ePVl + O; FAPA=FAPA + O; K~PR=K)PR + 0 
PflF•<=PilFR + Q; R!AU=R!AlJ + ); R)W0=~0Wil • O; C<C!J=:ECU + Q; A~FA=AOFA + 0 
C·l~'lENT 
STUllY = STRATIFICATION 2 (P~ECftlLLI 15 SP°CJES 
DAY ANO YEAR = 11/11/76 THRU 12/19/76 
TPEAT~F~T • PRECHILL ~!liSTENING AGENT O!ST = DISTILLFD WATFP 
KNIT IKIJf'31 = 2% POTASSIUM NITRATE S'1lUTIO'I 
TI~E = LENGTi OF PPECH!LL 0-WKS 2-~KS ft~D 10-WKS 
REPLICATI'lN = 3 REPL!CAT!O~S FOR ALL TR 0 AT~E'ITS 1~0 TI~[S 
CARD ~ OPA CARD NLJ~HER 
SPEC!~S 
A~At' A~ELANCHif'~ ALNIFOLIA ARTR = AHE~lSII TRIDENTATA 
ATSIJ AJOI >LEX C~~F<:RT tFrLIA CEVE ~ Cf,\NJTHJ) VELUT!~LJS 
CELA CEPATOIOES LA>lATA CELE = CFPC"CARPUS LFDIH'L!IJS 
COME COWA•'HA MEX!C~NA STMJSBLJRIA'IA EPVI • ':>HFr"A VIRIJJS 
FAPA FALL'.JGIA PAPAOOXA KOPR = KIICH!A PROSTRATA 
PnFR PnTF>lTJLLA FRUTICOSh 'dAU = PIRES AUREJM f'lWll = R()Sh o;lO()Sll 
CECU CEA'I)THI/S CUNEATUS A!JFA = A!Jfll'1ST0"1A FASC l(llLATUM; 
PPOC ANOVA OATA = STRTZ; BY DAY: 
CLASSES RFP T>T Tl~; ~EANS KEP)TRT)Tl"'; 
MOOFL AMAL APTR ATCO CEVE CELA • REP T~T)TI~; 
I'CIOL 'Tl' RFS![1lJAL/TIN; 
P ~·nL 'H ' R F S l OLJ A L IT R T ; 
PIJDL 'TT' RES!OUAL!Tl~~TRT; 
T t:. $ T T t ·~ I TR. T f1 Y 'T T t : 
DATA <;FT STPT2 
CLASS'S VHIJES 
1 2 3 
TR T DIST KNIT 
Tl~ 0 l 10 
62 
Table 1. Mean germination of 3 reps. for 4 browse species at 7 'days 
germination. Species were prechilled for 0, 2, and 10 weeks on vermic-







Distilled water (D.W.) 
KN03 







LSD. 05 Time 
Probability Level TRT 
LSD. 05 TRT X Time 
Big 
Sagebrush 





























































1 . h Means 1n t e same 
cantly different 
column followed by a similar letter are not signifi-
at the .05 level of probability. 
2N . . o germ1nat1on. 
Table 2. Mean germination of 3 reps .. for 8 browse species at 14 days germination. Species were pre-
chilled for 0, 2, and 10 weeks on vermiculite moistened with either distilled water or KN0 3 . 
Big Curlleaf Morman Shrubby Golden 




1 2a 3.66 b 7.50 a 7.16 a 0.66 a -.- a -- a a 
2 13.83 a 0.16 a 1.83 a -- a 0.50 a 9.50 a 9.83 ab 4. 33 b 
10 22.00 b 0.83 b 1.00 a 5.33. b 24.50 b 16.83 b 12.00 b 20.16 c 
Treatment (TRT) 
Distilled water (D.W .) 17.00 0.22 3.22 1.00 8.00 12.33 10.77 8.22 
KN03 16.77 0.44 1.11 2.55 8.66 10.22 8.55 8.55 
Treatment X Time 
D.W. 0 16.33 a -- a 6.33 a -- a a 11.66 b 8.66 ab 0.33 a 
D.W. 2 13.66 a a 2.33 a a a 10.66 ab 10.66 b 4.66 a 
D.W. 10 21.00 a 0.66 a 1.00 a 3.00 b 24.00 b 14.66 be 13.00 b 19.66 b 
KN03 0 13.33 a -- a 1.00 a -- a a 3.33 a 5.66 a 1.00 a 
KN0 3 2 14.00 a 0.33 a 1~33 a a 1.00 a 8.33 ab 9.00 ab 4.00 a 
KN03 10 23.00 a 1.00 a 1.00 a· 7.00 c 25.00 b 19.00 c 11.00 b 20.66 b 
LSD. 0 5 Time 5.61 .70 1. 35 1.14 .78 -5.29 3.18 3.56 
Probability Level TRT .9i .59 .01 .01 .04 .30 .08 .80 
LSD. 05 TRT X Time 7.94 1. 00 1.90 1.61 1.10 7.48 4.49 5.03 
\reans in the same column followed by a similar letter are not significantly different at the . OS level of probability • 
2N . . o germlnatlon. (j\ w 
Table 3. Mean germination of 3 reps. for 8 browse species at 21 days germination. Species were 







Distilled water (D.W.) 
KN0 3 
l'reatmcnt X Time 
D.W. 0 
IJ. \~. 2 
D.W. 10 
KN0 3 0 
KNO 2• · 
IZNO~ 10 
LSD.n" Time 
Probability Level TRT 
LSD. 00 TRT X Time 
Sagebrush 
15.33 a 1 
15.00 a 
22.16 b 










































































1. 33 a 
24.66 c 
0.66 a 



























































1Means in the same column fol1mved by a ·similar letter are not significantly different at the 0.5 level of probability. 
2N . • -
10 germ:tnat1on. 
Table 4. Mean germination of 3 reps. for 9 browse species at 28 days germination. Species were 
prechilled for 0, 2, and 10 weeks on vermiculite moistened with either distilled Wqter or KN0 3 . 
Species 
Blg 
Sogeh rush :-lnowbrush \-linterfat 
Curl leaf 












Tn':+ r ll>vn L (TRT) 
Distilled water (il.\{.) 
KJ\0] 






KN0 3 10 
LSIJ.,c. Tjmt' 
Probability Level TRT 
LSD. 8 ', I RT X Time 
I ).fif, a 
15.50 a 
22.16 b 
1 7. 3 3 
18.22 
16. r,r, ai)L 
14.00 a 







2 3.6G h a --
0.33 a l. 8) a --
2.00 b 1.00 a 6.66 
0.88 J. 22 l.JJ 
0.66 1.11 J. ll 
a 6. 33 h 
0.13 .a 2.33 a 
2."33 :1 I .00 a 4:oo 
a 1.00 a --
0. 3J a l. 33 3 
l. 66 a 1. 00 a 9;00 
l. 36 l. 35 1. 69 
. 66 .Ol .02 
1.93 l. 90 2.39 
il 0.50 " 16.66 a 1 L.16 a 7.16 a 0.16 a 3.50 b 18. 16 a 14.50 b 17.66 b 
b 21+. 83 c 21 .00 b 13.66 <Jh 21.50 c 0.83 
9.22 19.66 15.11 14.66 0.44 
10.00 17.55 ll.ll 17.55 0.22 
a -- a 19.66 b 14.00 b 7.66 a 0.33 
:1 3.00 b 18.33 b 15.66 b 13,00 b 
b 24.h6 c 21.00 b 15.66 b 23.33 c l. 00 
a I. 00 a 13.66 a 8.33 a 6.66 a --
a 4.00 b 18.00 b 13.33 b 22.33 c --
c 25.00 c 21.00 b 11.66 ab 23.66 c 0.66 
l. 30 2.fi0 3.07 3.22 . 70 
. 13 .05 .01 .03 .59 
1.84 3.68 t,. 34 4.55 1.00 
-·-- -- ----------------------- -·--------------
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Figure 1 . Weekly mean germination (%) of 4 browse species 
prechilled on substrate moistened with either distilled 
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Figure 2. Weekly mean germination (%) of 2 browse species 
prechilled on substrate moistened with either distilled 
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Figure 3. Weekly mean germination (%) of 2 browse species pre-
chilled on substrate moistened with either distilled water or 
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69 
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Figure 4. Weekly mean germination (%) of golden currant seeds 
prechilled on substrate moistened with either distilled water 
or 0.2% KN0 3 solution for 0, 2, and lO weeks prior to germi-
nation. 
APPENDIX G 
THIOUREA DATA SHEET, INPUT, COMMENT, COMPUTER 
PROGRAM STATEMENTS, GERMINATION MEANS, 
AND WEEKLY GERMINATION FIGURES 
70 
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< > ~· ~ ~ "' ~ "' ... u 0 "' "' .... "' .... .... "' "' < u 
··+ ,, ··I·~,,, 1•1•9' '<·i i::3 1 "~' 29!l0 t:Rp., 
TITLE 'STIDHAM SHRU~ STUDY'; 
OATA THIQU; INPUT 
"' 0 ~ ~ u '< 
II, I~ ~.~91 ,.,,., 
"' "" .... < "' "' ~ j j ~ > > "" "' "' w "' "' < 0 0 u u "' u "' "' "" "' "' 
~"'''' li''i~ !!>(' ~'I ~,.~4 %]~1 :;~I flO 62'63 ':l" f./}16• 
' ' 
18-19 R~P 21 CO 23 STUDY S 1-4 YR 6-7 DAY 9-11 TPT S· 13-16 Tl~ 
PUTR 2~-27 ATCA 29-30 CEDV 32-33 AMAL 35-36 
CELA 47-48 COME 53-54 EPVI 56-57 FAPA 5~-60 
ROWO 71-72 CECU 74-75 ADFA 77-78; 
ARTR 33-39 ATCO 41-42 Cf VE 4't-45 
KOPR 6l-&3 POFP 65-66 PIAU 66-&9 
PUTR=PUTR + O; ATCA=ATCA + J; CEOV=CE:JV + 0 
ATCO=ATCO + O; CEVE=CEVE + J; CELA=CFLA + J 
FAPA=FAPA + O; KOP~=KOPR + J; POFR=POFR + ~ 
CECU=CECU + O; ADFA=AOFA + O; 
A~AL=AMAL + O; A~TR:APTR + 0 
CJM~=:OME + O; EPVI•EPVI + 0 
RIAU=~IAU + J; RJWO=ROWO + 0 
CnMMF NT 
STUDY = THIOUREA TREATMF~TS 
DAY AND YFAA = 12/10/76 T~RU 12/30/76 
TREATMENTS = 1~ SnLUTION OF THIOUREA F0° SOAK!~~ SEEDS 
TIME = SJAKI~~ TIME INTEPVALS 0-MIN zo~MIN 40-MI~ 60-M!N 
REPLISAT!ON' 3 REPLICATI~NS FOR ALL •a•ATMENTS 'NO TIMES 
CA~O "' DATA CARD NUMBER 
SPFCifS 
PUTR PURS~IA TR!Df~TATA ATC~ = ~TPJPLEX CA~:SCfNS 
CEOV CEA~OT~US OVATUS A~AL = A~ELA~CHIEP AL~IFOLIA 
ARTR ARTE~ISIA TRJOENTAT' ATCO = ATRIPLEX CJNFFRTIFOL.IA 
CEVE CEA'IOTHUS VfLUTI~US CELA = r:fRATOI!>ES L~NATA 
COME COWA~I' ~<:XICANA STA'lS8URIA~A EPVI = :>HEOAA VJO (I)JS 
FAPA FALL'JGIA PARADOXA KOPR = KOCH! A PRIJSTRATA 
POFR POFNTILLA FRUTICOSA RIAJ =PIRES ALIPEJ~ ROW~= OSA wODJSII 
CECU CEA~OTHUS CUNEATUS ADFA = ADE~OSTO~A FASCICULATUM; 
PROC ANOVA DATA = HHOU; BY OAY; 
CLASSES REP TRT TIM; ~EANS •EPITPTITIM; 
MODEL PUTO ~TU CECJV AMAL AH~ ATC'J = R' p TPTITJ>A; 
P0[1L 'TI' RES I DUAL/TIM; -
PO'JL 'TR' RFSIOU'LITRT; 
POOL 'TT• RfSJnUAL/TI~*TRT; 
TfST TIMITRT ~y 'TT'; 
DUA SET THIOU 
CLASSES 
l 2 } 
TR T TrliO· 
0 21 4J 60 
71 
§: "' < u "' lil "' :;] u 
'fn 17·'7~: :.,-;~11 ,,J 
I I I 
Table 1. Mean germination of 3 reps. for 4 browse species at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days germination. 
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Figure 1. Weekly mean germination (In) of 3 browse 
species soaked in a 0.3% thiourea solution for 0, 
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Figure 2. Weekly mean germination (%) of 2 browse species 
soaked in a 0.3% thiourea solution for 0, 20, 40, and 60 
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Figure 3. Weekly mean germination (%) of 3 browse species 
soaked in a 0.3% thiourea solution for 0, 20, 40, and 60 
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Figure 4. Weekly mean germination (%) of 3 browse species 
soaked in a 0.3% thiourea solution forD, 20, 40, and 60 
minutes prior to germination. 
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Figure 5 . Mean germination (%) effects on seeds of 11 browse species soaked in a 0.3% thiourea 
solution for 0, 20, 40, and 60 minutes. 
APPENDIX H 
SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS 
78 
79 
GRAINOLA SOIL PROFILE 
Fine, mixed, thermic Vertic Haplustalf 
Shallow Prairie Range Site 
Profile was taken at. Lake Carl Blackwell, 390 m W, 27 m S of NE 
Corner of Sec. 14; Tl9N; R~W. Payne County . 
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AP--0-10 em -- Dark reddish brown (SYR3/4) silt 
loam; weak fine granular structure. 
Bl--10-23 em-- Reddish brown (2.5YR4/4) silt loam; 
weak medium subangular blocky structure; firm; 
slightly acid; shiny ped surfaces; gradual wavy 
boundary. 
B2lt--23-46 em-- Reddish brown (2.5YR4/4) silty clay, 
moderate coarse blocky breaking to find blocky 
structure; clay films on ped surfaces, very firm; 
neutral; few slickensides; gradual wavy boundary. 
B22t--46-71 em -- Red (2.5YR4/6) silty clay; weak 
coarse blocky structure; very firm; clay films on 
ped surfaces; few secondary carbonates; few fine 
Fe-~m oxide bodies; few shale fragments; gradual 
wavey boundary. 
B3t--71--96 em -- Yellowish red (SYRS/6) silty clay 
loam; weak coarse blocky structure; firm; secondary 
carbonates; shiny ped surfaces; few Fe-Mn oxide 
bodies; few gypsum crystals; moderately alkaline; 
clear wavy boundary. 
Cr--96-120 em -- Bedded shale, siltstone and sandstone 
that varies from gray to red in color; moderately 
alkaline. 
The Ap or Al horizon is dark reddish brown, reddish brown or dark 
brown in hues SYR or 7.5YR; reaction ranges from medium acid through 
moderately alkaline. The B2t is reddish brown, dark reddish brown or 
red in hues 2.5YR or SYR; reaction is neutral through moderately alkaline. 
The B3t horizon, where present, is reddish brown, red or yellowish red 
in hues 2.5YR or SYR; reaction is mildly or moderately alkaline. 
LUCIEN SOIL PBOFILE 
1 Loamy, mixed, thermic, shallow Udic Ustochrepts 
Shallow Prairie Range Site 
Profile was taken at Lake Carl Blackwell, 340 m W, 76 m S of the NE 
corner of the SE 1/4 of Sec. 4; Tl9N; RlW. Payne County 
80 
Ap--0-10 em-- Dark Brown (10YR4/3) lo·am; weak fine 
granular structure; friable; neutral; clear smooth 
boundary. 
B2--10-38 em-- Reddish brown (5YR4/4) heavy loam; 
moderate fine subangular blocky structure; friable; 
thin clay films on ped surfaces; few soft sandstone 
fragments; slightly acid; gradual wavy boundary. 
Cr--38--80 em-- Beeded paralithic sandstone; moderately 
alkaline. 
The Al or Ap horizon is dark reddish brown or dark brown in hues 
SYR through lOYR; reaction is neutral through medium acid. The B2 
horizon is brown, reddish brown or yellowish red in hues 7.5YR, SYR or 
2.5YR; reaction is medium or slightly acid. The Cr horizon is b~dded 
paralithic sandstone with seams of siltstone: colors are shades of 
red, brown or gray. 
1/ Lucien soils are normally classified Udic Haplustolls, Mollisols. 
APPENDIX I 
APRIL SEPTEMBER DATA SHEET, INPUT, COMMENT, AND 
COMPUTER PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR DETERMINING 
SUMMER PLANT GROWTH 
81 
TITLE 'ST!OHA~ SHRUB STUDY'; 
DATA APRHT; INPUT 
STUDY S l-5 YR 7-8 DAY 10-12 TIME l't-17 DRAT 19-21 SL TMPIN 23-25 SLT~POT Z7-29 
OEW 3l SPECIES i 33-36 SITE 38 CAGE 39-4~ POT i 42 SML 'tlt-'t5 LRG 49-50 
LIVE 54-55 DEAD 57-58; 
SML•SML+O; LRG•LRG+O; ALIVE=LIVE; ADEAD=OEAO; AX-tT=ILRG+SMLI/2; 
COM ME NT 
STUDY • APRIL HEIGHTS 
f)AY AND YEAR = 4/1177 
TIME • TIME OF DAY SAMPLI~G DCCUR~ED 
JRY BULB= ORY THERMOMETER READING ON SLI~G PSYcHROMETER 
SOIL TEMPERATURE IN • SOIL TEMPERATURE IN THE CA~E 
SOIL TEMPERATURE OUT • SOIL TEMPERATURE ~UT SIDE OF THE CAGE 
O~W • WETTNESS OF VEGETATION l-ORY 2-DAMP 3-WET 
SPECIES 
PUTR PURSHIA TRIOENTATA ATCA • ATRIPLEX CA~ESCENS 
CEOV • CEANOTHUS OVATUS ARTR = ARTE~!SIA TRIDE~TATA 
ATCO • ATRIPLEX CONTERTIFOLIA CEVE = CEANOTHUS VELUTINUS-
CELA = CERATOIDES LANATA CELE • CEPCUOARPUS L" DIFOLIUS 
CO"'E = CDWANIA "'EXICANA STANSBURIANA EPVI • PHEDRA VIRIDLIS 
POFII·=' POTENTILLA FRUTICOSA RIAU = Rl~ES AUREJM 
FAPA = FALLUGIA PARADOXA CECU • CEANQTHUS CUN:ATUS 
SITE • SOIL TYPE 9-LUCIEN 0-GPAINOLA 
CAGE NUMBER • CAGE ID EVEN NUMBERS•CAGED PLANTS ODD NUNBERS=GRAZED PLANTS 
POT = IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENT POTS ~~ EACH S•ECIES POT=~EP/SP 
SMALL = SMALLEST PLANT IN A POT ICMI 
LARGE = LARGEST PLANT IN A POT IC~I 
LIVE PLANTS NUMBER OF LIVE PLANTS IN EACH POT 
DEAD PLANTS = NUMBER OF DFAD PLANTS IN EACH POT; 
DATA SEPHT; I~PUT 
STUDY i 1-5 YR 7-8 DAY 10-12 Tl'4E 14-11 DPAT 19-21 SL TMPIN 23-25 SLHIPOT 27-29 
DEW 31 SPECIES i 33-36 SITE 38 CAGE 39-4) POT i 42 SML 4't-45 LRG 49-50 
LIVE 54-55 DEAD 57-58; 
S"'L•SML+O; LRG•LRG+O; SLIVE=LIVE; SOEAD=~EAD; SX-IT=ILRG+SMLI/2; 
COM "'ENT 
STUDY = SfPTEMB ER HEIGHTS 
DAY AND YEAR 9/1/77 
TIME • TIME UF DAY SAMPLl~b OCCU~~cD 
DRY BUL~ =DRY THERMOMET£R READING ON SLING PSYC~RUMETER 
SOIL TEMPFRATURE IN • SOIL TEMPFRATURE I~ THE CA•E 
SOIL TEMPERATU~f OUT • SOIL TEMPERATUPE nuT SIDE OF THE CAGE 
DEW • WETTNESS OF VEGETATION l-ORY 2-DA~P J-wET 
SPEC! ES 
PUTR • PURSHIA TRIDENTATA ATCA • ATR!PLEX CA~ : SCENS 
CEJV • CEANOTHUS OVATUS ARTR • ARTFMISIA TRIDcNTATA 
ATCO = ATR!PLEX CONTERTIFOLIA :eve • CEANOTHUS VELuTINUS 
CELA • CERATOIOES LANATA CELE = CfRCORARPUS L ~ ~IFOLIUS 
COME COWANIA ~EXICANA STANSBURIANA " PVI • E>HED~A VIR!DuS 
POFR POTENT lLLA FRUTICOSA R !Au = R l'IES l UREJM 
FAPA FALLUGIA PARADOXA CECU • CEANOTHUS CUNEATUS 
CEMO CERCQCARPUS MONTANUS ARF~ • A~TE M ISIA 'RIGIOA 
SITE z SOIL TYPE 9-LUCIEN 0-GRAINOLA 
CAGE NU~~ER = CAGE ID EVEN NUMBERS=CAGF.u PLANTS DOD NUMBERS=GRAZED PLANTS 
POT • IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFE~ENT POTS OF EACH SPECIES POT•REP/SP 
SMALL • SMALLEST PLANT IN A POT ICMI 
LARGE • LARGEST PlANT IN A POT 1011 
LIVE PLANTS NUMBER OF LIVE PLANTS IN EACH P~T 
DEAD PLANTS = NU"'BER OF DEAD PlANTS IN EACH P~T; 
82 
PRQC SORT OUT=APRHTS OATA•APRHT; BY SITE SPECIES PJT CAGE; 
PROC SJRT JUT•SEPHTS DATA•SEPHT; BY S!TE SPECIES PlT CAGE; 
DATA ASPHTS: MEQGE APRHTS SEPHTS; BY SITE SPECIES POT CAGE; 
SAHT•SXHT-AXHT; SDEAD•ALIVE-SL!VE; 
PRtlC AN·OVA .JATA•ASPHTS; CLASSES SITE SPECIES; ~EM~S SlTEISPEC!ES; 
MODEL ALIVE AXH.T SLIVE SXHT SAHT SOE~D=S!TEISPEC!ES; 
POOL 'SSP' SITE*SPECIES/SlTE; 
TEST SIE BY I SSP'; 
TEST SPECIES RY ISSP•; 
OATA SET ASPHTS. 
CLASSES VALUES 
SITE 0 9 
SPI'CIES ARTR ATCA CELA CELE CEOV CO"'E EPVI FAPA PUTR f\UU 
PROC MEANS DATA•ASPHTS; 
VAR ALIVE ~XHT SLIVE SXHT SAHT SOEAO; 
BY Sl TE SPFCIES; 
83 
APPENDIX J 
SEPTEMBER NOVEMBER DATA SHEETS, INPUT, COMMENT, AND 
COMPUTER PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR DETERMINING 
FALL PLANT UTILIZATION 
84 
TITLF 'STIDHIM SHRUB STUDY'; 
DATA SEPHT; INPUT 
STUDY S 1-5 YR 1-8 DAY 10-12 TIME llo-17 DRAT 19-21 Sl TMPIN 23-25 SLTMPDT 27-29 
DEw 31 SPECIES S 33-36 SITE 38 CAGE 39-t,J POT $ t,2 SML 44-45 LRG t,9-50 
LIVE 54-55 DEAD 57-58; 
SML~SML+J; LRG=LRG+O; Sll VE=ll VE; SDEAD• OE AD; SXH= ILRG+S~ll/21 
COM ME NT 
STUDY • SEPTFM~ER HEIGHTS 
DAY AND YEAR 911111 
TIME= TI.~E OF DAY SAMPLING OCCURRED 
DRY ~UL b = DRY THERMOMETER REAJING ON SLI~G PSYC~~OMETER 
SOIL TE~P<RATURE IN • SOIL TEMPERATURF I~ THE CAGE 
SOIL TE~PERATURE OUT ~ SOIL TFMPERATURF JUT SIDE OF THE CAGE 
DEW= WE TTNESS OF VEGETATION l-ORY 2-DAMP 3-WET 
SPEC I FS 
PUTS!.= PURSHIA TRIDENTUA ATCA = ATRIPLEX CA~ESCENS 
CEDV. = CEANOTHUS OVATUS ARTR ~ ARTE'liSIA TRIDENTATA 
ATCO = ATRIPLEX CONTERTIFOLIA CEVE = CEANDTHUS VELUTINUS 
CELA CEkATOIDES LANATA CELE = CE~CORARPUS Lc~IFOLIUS 
COME COWANIA MEXICANA STANSSURIANA EPVI • EPHEDRA VIRIDUS 
POFR POTENTILLA FRUTICOSA RIAU • Ql8tS AUREJM 
fAPA FALLUGIA PARADOXA CECU = CEANOTHUS CU~EATUS 
CE"O CERC~CARPUS MONTANUS ARFR • ARTEMISIA FRIGIDA 
SITE = ~O IL TYPE 9-LUCIEN 0-GRAI~LA 
CAGE NUflBER = CAGE 10 EVE"l 'j()"'BERS•CAGE ;l PLANTS ODD ~UMIIERS=GRAZED PLANTS 
PnT = H FNTIFICATION OF OIFFE~ENT POTS 01- EACH SPECIH POT•REPISP 
S.~ALL = SMALLEST PLANT IN A POT ICMI 
LARGE = LARGEST PLA"lT IN A POT ICMI 
LIVE PLtNTS NUMBER OF LIVE PLANTS IN FAC H POT 
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1ATA NOVGZ; INPUT 
STUDY $ 1-'> YR 7-8 DAY 10-12 T !ME 14-17 QP.AT 19-21 SL TMP!N 23-25 SLTHPDT 27-29 
DEW 31 SPECIES $ 33-3& SITE 3ti LAGE 39-40 POT $ ~2 SML 44-45 LRG 47-48 
LIVE 50-51 DEAD 53-54 GRAZED ~6-57 HISPL~TS 59-60 TCTGRAZD 62-63 
RI''IARKS $ 65-60; 
SML=SML+J; L~G=LRG+O; NLIVE=LIVE; NXHT=IL~G+SHLI/2; 
Cl'MMf'NT 
STUUY = NHEMBER GRAZED PLANT HE!Gi1TS 
DAY AND YEAR • ll/20/77 
T !ME = TI.ME OF DAY SAMPllfo!G OCCURRED 
JRY BULB • D~Y THERMOMETE~ READING ON SLING PSYCiRO~ETER 
S01L TE~PERATURE IN = SOIL TEMPE~ATURE IN THE CAGE 
SOIL Tt~~ERATURE OUT = S01L TEMPERATURE OUT SID~ OF THE CAGE 
OE~ • WFTTNF~S OF VEGETATION l-ORY z~DA~P 3-WET 
SPECIES 
PUT~ PURSH!A TR!DEto!TATA ATCA = ATR!PLEX CANESCENS 
CEOV CE~NJTHUS OVATUS ARTR • ARTFMIS!A TRIJoNTATA 
COM!? COw·A'IlA MEX!CANA STA.<SBUR!ANA EPVI • f~HEORA V!RIDUS 
FAPA FALLUGIA PARADOXA CECU = CEANOTHUS CU~EATUS 
PDF~ POTENTILLI FRUTICDSA RIA~ • RIRES AUREJM 
CEI-10 CFRCOCARPUS MONTANUS ARfR = ARTEMIS I A FRlG!DA 
SITE = SUIL TYPE 9-LUCIEN 0-G'A!NOLA 
rAGE NUf'Rfg = CAGE 10 EVEIII NtMSERS•CAGED PLAIIITS ODD 'IUMBE~~=GRAlED PLANTS 
~nT = !f'o~T!FICATION OF DIFFEi<F.NT POTS OF EACH S~EC !ES PQT=REPISP 
S~ALL = SMALLEST PLANT IN A POT IGMI 
LARGE • LAPGEST PLANT IN A PnT IGMI 
L IV[ PU'<TS = NUMBER OF LIVE PLANTS !'I C~CH POT 
D~AD Plt~TS • NU~BER OF DEAD PLANTS l~ EACH POT 
G~AlED = ACTUAL VISIBLE GRAZED PLANTS 
~!SSING PLANTS • SEPGl LIVE AND OEAD-NGVGl LIVE ~NO OFAD 
M!SS!I.G PLAto!TS ARE COto!SIDE~EO GRAlFJ 
T:lTAL G•'AlED PLANTS • MISSING PLANTS PUIS GRAZED PLAMS 
REMARKS • AD~IT!ONAL COMMENTS Ok OBSERVATIONS NJTEO wHEN SAMPLING; 
·P·H!C SORT UllT=SFPHTS OATA=SEPHT; tW SIH SPeCIES POT CAGE; 
PROC SOOT f'UT,=r.GVGZS DATA=NCWGL; tiY SITE SPECIES PfiT CAGE; 
DAH SNGVHh; MERGE SEPHTS NOVGZS; bY SITF SPECIES PJT CAGE; 
SNOHT=SXHT-~XHT; PCUTlL=OlVISNOHT,SXHTI; 
DkQC PRI~T UATA=SNOVHTS; BY SITE; lD SPECIES PDT CAGE; 
VIR GRAL'oD PCUTIL SNOHT MISPLNTS TOTGRAZll; 
PR~lC AWJVA '(JATA=>NJVHTS; CLASSES SITE SPE:ItS; MEANS S!TEISPEC!ESl 
MOnEL GRAZED PCUT!L SNOHT ~!SPLNTS TOTGRAZD; 
POOL •SSf" S!TE*SPECIES/S!TE; 
TEST S!Tl BY 'SSP'; 
HST SPEUF5 hY 'SSP': 
DaTA SeT St.cJVHTS 
CLASSES VALUES 
SITE 0 9 
SPEC!I:S A~FR A~TR .1\TCA ~EMO CEil\1 Cil~~ fPVI FAP4 PUTP RIAU 
PlUC ~EANS OATA•S~OVHTS: 
VAR GRAlE'l PCtJTll S"lOHT MlSPL'ITS TOTGRAZJ; 
HY SITC: SPECIES: 
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APPENDIX K 
APRIL. NOVEMBER DATA SHEETS, INPUT, COMMENT~ AND 
COMPUTER PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR DETERMINING 
GROWTH, SPECIES SURVIVAL, AND 
UTILIZATION MEANS 
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TITL~ 'STIDHAM SHRUB STUDY'; 
DATA APilHT; INPUT 
STUDY~ l-5 YP 7-8 DAY 10-12 TIME 14-17 O~AT 19-21 SLTMPIN 23-25 SLT~PDT 27-29 
UEW 31 SPECIES S 33-lb SITE 38 CA;E 3~-4J POT S •z SML 44-45 LRG 4~-50 
LIVE 54-55 O~AO 57-58; 
S"L=SMl +O; LRG•LRG+O; ALIVE =LIVE; AOEAD=OEAD; AXHT%CLRG+SMLI/2; 
CCJM~E NT 
STUDY = APRIL HEIGHTS 
DAY AND YEAR = 4/1/77 
TIME= TIME OF DAY SAMPLING OCCURRED 
DRY BUll·. = DRY THERMOMEHR READING ON SLING PSYC1ROMETER 
SOIL Tfi'PERATURE IN • SOIL TEMPERATURE I'< THE CAuE 
SOIL TEMPERATURE OUT • SOIL TEMPERATURE OUT SIDE OF THE CAGE 
nEw = wFTTNESS OF VEGETAT ION l-ORY 2-DA~~ 3-WET 
SPECIES 
PUTR PURSHIA TRIOENTATA ATCA • ATPIPLEX CANESCENS 
CEJV CEANOTHUS OVATUS ARTR = ARTEMISIA T R I~o NTATA 
ATCO ~TRIPLEX CONTERTIFOLIA CEVE = CtANOTHJS VElUTINUS 
tElA CERATOIOES LANATA CELE = CERC~RARPJS lEDIFOLIUS 
C0'1E CO~ANIA MEXICANA STANSBURIANA >.PVI • E•HEDRA VIRIOUS 
POFR POTFNTillA FRUTICOSA RIAU = PIHES AUREJM 
FAPA FALLUGIA PARADOXA CECU = CEANUTHUS CUN:ATUS 
SIH = SOIL TYPE 9-LUCIEN 0-GRA INOLA 
CA<;E NlJMbE• • CAGE 10 EVeN NUM~ERS=CAGEU PLANTS DOD NUMHERS=GRAZED PLA'<TS 
PUT • 1~ 0NTIFlCATION OF DlfFEPENT POTS nr !:ACH S•ECIES POT•REP/SP 
S MALL = SMALLEST PLANT IN A POT CCMI 
lARGE = lARGEST PLANT IN A POT ICMI 
liVF PLANTS NU~BER Of LIVE PLANTS IN EACH POT 
JFAO PlA•lTS • NUMBER :JF OEAD PLA'lTS 1~ ·~CH POT; 
O~~~U;;~v;G;_~.~~~Tl-8 OAY 10-1l fl~~ 14-L7 DRAT B-21 SLT~PIN 123-l5 SLT'I~OT 27-29 
D~W 31 S•ECIFS ~ 33-3b SITF 3d CAGE 39-~0 POT l •l SML 44-45 LRG 49-~0 
LIVE 55->b OE~D 59-bO REM~R~S ~ b2-8v; 
)'4L~SMlt J; L~G•LRG+O; NLIVE•LIVE; NXHT•Il~G+SMLI/2; 
CO' ME NT 
STUOY = NOV•MBEM CAGED PLANT Htl~HTS 
uAY AND Y~AO = 11/20/77 
ll~V BtJL ~ • flRY THfRMOMETE~ REhDING Ot.. Sll"-G ~·SYC11WMHER 
UE~ = ~rTTNESS OF VEGETATION L-ORY 2-DA~~ 3-WET 
SPECIES 
PUTR PURSrliA TRIDENTATA ~TCA = AT ~lPlEX CAN c SCENS 
CEOV CEANOTHUS OVATUS ART> • ART EMISIA TRIJ: NTATA 
ATCO ATRIPLEX CONTERTIFOLIA CE VE = CFANJTHU> VELUTINUS 
C~LA CERATOIOES LANATA CELE = CERCONARPUS L! DIFULIUS 
COME COWAN!A MEXIONA STA"'SBURIANA " PVI = ~PHEDfA VIRIDUS 
POFN POTE .. TILLA fRUTICOSA RIAU = Pl1 ES 8UR EJM 
CEMn CfRC0CARPUS MONTANUS ARfo = ARTf~lSIA • RIGIDA 
FAPA FALLUGIA PARADOXA 
5 1TE • SOil TYPE 9-LUCl~N 0-G~AINUL A 
CAGE 'IUMilE~ = CAGE 10 EVEN NtJMBERS•CAC. EJ PlANTS llDD NUMBERS=GRAZEO PLANTS 
~lH = l PE'lTlFICATION Of tJIFFERENT POTS <lf EACH VEC IES POT=REP/SP 
SMALL = SMALLEST PLANT IN A PuT ICMl 
LARGE = LAkGEST PlANT IN 4 POT CC'4l 
LIVE PLANTS = NU'48ER OF LIVE PLANTS IN EACH POT 
QfAD PlANTS • ~UMBER OF DEAD PLANTS IN EACH POT 
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r;"T~ ~~VGZ; INPUT 
STuDY 5 1-5 YP 7-b DAY 10-12 TI~E 14-17 llhAl 19-21 SLT~Pit; 23-25 SLT~~OT n-29 
ilbl 31 SPECIES S 33-Jb SITE 38 CA~E 37-~0 POT t 42 SMl 44-4; LRG 47-4d 
LIVE SJ-51 DEAD 53~54 GRAZEU 5&-57 MI~PLNTS 5~-&J TCTGRAZD b2-63 
t<E~ARKS $ b5-tiO; 
S~L=SML+O;' LR\;:LRG+O; NLI~E=LIVE; ~XHT=(LRG+S~LI/2; 
CrJM.Mfi\T 
STdOV: NOVEMefO G~AZED PL•\'H HeiGHTS 
~~y lNO V~AP : 11120111 
TIME : TI~E )F {JAY Sli'PL HG OCCciRRUJ 
'lRY BUL8 = OPV THERMOMETE'< >;eAOf'jG J~ >ciNG PSYCHROMETER 
SJIL TE~IPERATIJRE IN: SOIL TEMPE>lATUP'. IN THf CAGE 
>CIL TEMP[RATUkE OUT: Sill TEMPEkATU•• OUT SIDE ~F THE LAGE 
C!FW: WfTTNESO> OF VEGETATION 1-uRY 2-:lA1P 3-wEl 
:,PECifS 
PUTk PU,.SrliA TRIDE"lD'A HC~ = APIPLEX Ch~!'SCFNS 
CEOV CEANUTHUS OVATUS A~T~ : ARTl~IS!A T•!DE~TATA 
CuME COwAN!A ~EXICANA >U"lSBuRIA'-10 EPVI ~ EPHFDRA VIRIDUS 
FAPA FALLJGIA PARAUOXA CECU: C~ANUTHUS CJ~~61US 
POFO PCTL~TILlA FRUTIGrlSA RIAU: f.ld!-S AUqoJ~ 
Cf~rJ CE~CJCARPUS MfJNTAt,US A'lf'< : AIHf~ISIA c"il.IDA 
S!TF :>flit TVP~ 9-LUCJEI• 0-G(',\INDLA 
cAGt NUMb(R = CAGE 10 f·Vct-. NJ'r~fRS=OC.~I! PLANTS l"JD NUMPERS•lAAHD PLANTS 
eUT: IIJF~T!FitATI!l'l nF ,Jiff<.RE~T POT5 elF EAC~ SP'OO.IfS POT=~FP/SP 
'MALL : ;,~ALLES! PLA~T I•' /. P:Jl IL·~l 
t.~PG<: : LAPGfST PLANT I"J A PllT ICMI 
LIVE PLA~TS : NU"HER f1F L!Vl PLA,TS I~ FACH P!)T 
llAD PLA'HS : NU~HER OF :JoALl HA~TS [~ EACH POT 
I,PAlED = IICTUAL VI SIBLE c,;:(AlF'J PLANTS 
''ISSING PLAMS = SEPGl LIVF Mlu DEAQ-'..~VGZ LIV' INil DEAD 
·~ISSPIG PLANTS ARE CO"l~!DoKEil ~R.Ufll 
l•HAL ~RAIH' PLA'lTS = MISSING ~LhNTS PLIJS GRAZED PlANTS 
i•MA~K5 • ADJ1110NAL Cr~~ENlS U~ ndSE'V4TlDNS ~JfEU ~HE~ SA~PLIN~; 
P•i!JC SCRT C'UT=/',-VCGS DATA=~UV:G; tlY SilO 'P'SIES PI.<T CAGf; 
!lATA "UVHT; MERGf l'<oJVCGS NOVClS; i1Y Sill oPFCIFS P1T CAGE; 
PROC SORT OUT~NOVHTS DATA;NOVrlT; ~y SIT~ SDlCIES POT CAGE; 
l)ATA ANOVHTS; MERGE APRHTS NJVHTS; ~y SITE S?ECIES PuT CAGE; 
PCSURV;DJV(NLIVE,ALIVEI; 
DATA APHNGVHT; SET ANOVHTS; 
PCSURV=DIVINLIVE,ALIVEI; 
IF PCSURV,)Q THEN PCSURV=MISSI~CSLRVI; 
PROC PIHIH UATA=APRNDVHT; ~y SITE; 10 >PECICS PDT CAGE; 
VAR NL!Vc ALIVE PCSURV; 
PROC ANOVA ,JATA;ANDVHTS; CLASSES SITE SPEllfS; MEANS SIHISPECI•S; 
~OOEL SML.LPG PCSURV DEAD GRAZED "1!SPUHS r-ITGRAZD = SITfiSP£[1ES; 
POOL 'SSP' SITE*SPEClES/SITE; 
TEST SITF BY 'SSP'l 
TEST SPECIES SY 'SSP'; 
DATA SET A~f.JVHTS 
CLASS<:S VALUES 
SITE 0 9 
SPECIES ARH ARTR ATCA CELA CELE U'ld CEUV CJ'I" fPVl 'APA PUTR RIAU 
PROC MEANS UATA=ANOVHTS; 
VAR SML L•>G PCSURV DEAD GRAZED "1ISPL~TS TJTGRAZO; 
BY SITE SOECIES; 
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Table 1 . Mean growing season growth and survival and fall 
utilization of 12 introduced browse species on two soil types 
by species and by soil type. 
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*1 100 g 
11.00 b2 45 d 
18.41 cd 93 g 
8.25 b 66 f 
-1.87 a 16 a 
* 100 g 
7.16 b 29 be 
18.91 d 41 cd 
-0.42 a 60 ef 
28.42 e 60 ef 
14.79 c 50 de 





2.0 ab 11 ab 
6.0 be 36 cd 
21.5 f 65 e 
+3 + 
+ + 
2.0 ab 4 ab 
16.0 e 100 f 
9.8 cd 36 cd 
10.3 d 90 f 
16.0 e 47 de 
7.9 cd 25 be 





1Plants transolanted from southeastern Colorado on April 7. but initial average 
height not determined. 
2Mean for species in the same column followed by a similar letter are not signifi-
cantly different at the 0.05 level of probability. 
3Plants were eith'er dead or too few to determine utilization. 
APPENDIX L 
IN VIVO AND PLANT CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
DATA SHEETS, INPUT, COMMENT, AND. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM STATEMENTS 
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lOT~ S!NOM: I~P~T 
STuQ¥ I> 1-S ¥R 7-Q D~V 10-U SP $ 14-17 ~AG~U~ 20-22 BAGwT 24-26 2 
>h•PwTA 28-3J 2 RETWTA 32-34 2 CRUC~UM 37-38 CRUCIO $ 39 ~RUCwT 41-43 2 
SAMPWTR 45-41 2 ~EToTB 49-51 2: 
NEToTA = BAGWT t SA~PhTA; 
l" SP=' NOSP' THE'I ~CSPCF="'ET~TA/~EhTA; 
NCSPCFX=AVGINJSPCF!; 
:.·~~,_:\T 
STIJO¥ SHR.UB l~V!VC DMD AND DRV •.ATTER DEHR~l"4ATIOII<S 
C'Y AND YEAO 11/21/77 
S0 "CIES 
ARTR=ARTE•lSIA TRIDENTATA ATCA=ATR!PLEX CANESCENS 
\U~F=COWA~!A ~EXICANA ;TANSoURIANA FAFA=FALLUGIA PARADOXA 
PUTR=PURSH!~ T~!DENTATA NCSP•II<O SPEC!ESICONTROLI 
PnG NUMBER !OENTIF!CAT!CN ~U~HEP ON EACH !"VIVO BAG 
,,;(; o<OIGHT HF IJRY WEIGhT Of EACH INV!VO BAG 
~·•PLE WEIGHT THE ~EIGHT OF FORAGE SAMPLE PUT IN INVIVO BAG 
~fTUA~ w•IGHT DAY wflGHT JF SAMPLE AND BAG AFTER lNVIYO PROCESS 
•"~CI~LE ~U~b 0 R lUENTIFICATIC~ 1~0 CRUCidLE NUMBER 
(''J(Ii\LE oUGHT D~Y wEIGHT (1f CRUCIBLE , 
51~PL~ WliG~I TH• wEIGHT UF SAMPLE PLACED IN CRUCIBLE FOR OM JETERMINAT!ON 
'FlU>•< Wf TH 0 DRY w:IGHT UF SAMPLE AND CKLICIALE AFTER OM PROCfSS; 
Pr-0( PP I~T UAT4.=S'[II.JOM-t 10 DAY SP; 
VAA eftGWT SA~P.TA NETWTA ~EToTA NGSPCF; 
OP,L •EA~S NCPR!~T GUT•Sl~O~X LATA•SINOM; BY SP; 
JAR HAGWT SA~OWTA NET\,TA Q,EJoT4 NOSPCFX; 
P;CC PR!~T uATA•Sl'>C•x: i\Y JA~; IC SP; 
'JAR ~tH.iMT ShMflWTA "'-ET· ... rA ~fT~r~TA "0SPCFX; 
liT~ SIJMS; SET SI~o•x; IF IJA¥ > !; 
""fS""PL=fREH,.TAO' .046 J-t1.0.CwT: }j 
C'-'r=t5AMPWTA-~IS~PI_ l/)A,.,:~WTA; 
"'uC PRINT· JATA•SO~S; •• JAY; lC SP: 
~~~ ~~GWT SAMOWTA ~EToTA qfToTA ~lSMPt DMO ~OSPCFX: 
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C4U PGHC~; [~PUT 
STUDY £ 1-5 VA 7-H D!Y 10-12 SPECieS S 14-17 ~IT~OGEN 19-23 2.. 
PHOS 25-29 3 POTAS 31-35 2 CALCIUM 37-41 3; 
c>~"' ,.r: ;-..; r 
STUDY PLA~T CHE~ICAL C~~POSITICN 
J4Y AND YEAR 3/15/78 
SPECIES 
PIHR PURSHIA TRIOENTATA ATCA • ATRIPLEX CA"lESCEt.S 
C<:dV cEA~CTHJS OVATUS A~TR = ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATA 
CoLA CERAT011ES LA~4TA CGME • COWANIA MEXICANA EPVI 
FA~A FALL<JGIA PARAO•JXA RIAU • RidES AtiREU'1 
CF~C CERCCCA1DUS ~r~IANUS IRFR • ARTEMISIA FRIGIDA 
KJEl'l.~Hl ~IT~OGEN I~ FJRAGE SAMPLE I" 
= •HCVdl'·l'J~ CJ'IT ENT Gf FORAGE SAMPLE I~) 
K • POTASSIUM CUNTENT CF FORAGE SAMPLE I~J 
C4 = CAlCIU~ CCNTE~T r·• FJRAGE SAMPLE I~); 
f"P JC P((NT LlATA=P.CHCM; ID '1AY SPECIES; 
"'" ~ITA1GEN PH~S POT>§ CALCIUM; 
P~1C M~lNS -l~T4=PCHC~; 
VO~ NITROGf~ ~hCS prJTAS :ALCIUM; 
~y ~~y SPEC!~); 
»•:JC I'F~NS 1~\JP'd~T ~uT~PChC~X C.ITA=PCHCM; flY SPECIES; 
va• ~ITRDG•N PHOS POTAS ~lLCIU~; 
P"CC ~HI~T cJAH,PCHC•x; EY J~Y; 10 SPECIES; 
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